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^WKS. SARAH

S3rah
morning

K,,afs

early

the home of Mr.

Howard, Congress

R.dul

lor several years with Bright’s
a
complication of diseases.

and

1.aid

^B)4t),

the daughter of David W. and
<Shutc> Dyer. She married Horatio

■i

^■cDonald,

Be

meeting of the Belfast city
held Monday night, Mayor Weacott presiding, and the following
members present: Aldermen Cooper, Simmons, Clements, and Thompson; Councilmen Howes Hall, Thompson,
Kimball,
Davis, Payseo and Lane.
of
The report
the Treasurer, Tax Col.
lector, and ^ity Marshal were read and

one

was

in

vas

accepted.
The roll of accounts
ed as follows:
School

was

Hrt

j

«.KI

ed and

.

Highways...

0CQ00I transportation.
State of Maine account.
Superintendent of Schools.

THOMPSON

ELLIOT

son, son of Frank and
Lee I
aaie B hompson of Brooks, died in New
"t
In
oik 1

jfco

ie

months and

ital li\’

■Bto

was

sup-

two daughters, Emma E
wife of Hon.
Allen H. Miller of Lincolnville, Ada B.,

accompanied by her daughter,
W Lla
f North Anson, but he

widow of the late Horace J.

^Before they

reached him. Interment
he Marine Hospital Cemetery,

le ler

j^Bg

Mr

iisposition.

fees
aw

sin

was

ineh

Sea by

Hi

n-u

avy

■

ir a

B‘

■

was

the American

on

17

He

Opening Exercises

264 CO

The Health Crusaders,
Mrs. Frances C. Mosher, Bangor
A demonstration of the practical use of
the victrola in school work,
Miss Mabel Rich, Camden, N. J.

gy 94
75 yy
403 05
274 86

w'as

ship Lyman

sunk in the Mediter-

German submarine. On
the
S. A lie joined the
On leaving the navy he
a

(Btn

w.i-

First Parish church officiating. The bearwere Messrs. Robert P. Coombs, Ir-

ers

ving T. Dinsmore, Virgil L. Hall and
Marcellus

on oue

were

it
was

iappi
ever

1

ives^b;
Miss
pa

eerful,

al! wli

The

remains
for

Cemetery

and John A. Morrill bearers. The
floral tributes were many and beautiful
from relatives and friends.

way the wreckage,
bul a small chance of

Business

,

General Session 1.30 p. m.

The

T

1920.

Supreme judicial

The first civil case was opened Wed- were entertained by Mrs.
Harriet P.
nesday when Laney Carson of Knox Godfrey and son Harley. Mrs.
Godfrey
M.
Henson of Calais Pre- brought suit for a board bill of 1109 also
Justice George
entertained Mr. and Mrs. L. H.
siding.
against R. G. Hamlin of that town. It Stearns and daughter Elizabeth of FitchThe January term of the Supreme Ju- was on trial when The Journal went to
burg, Mass., Mrs. Mary Davis and son,
dicial Court for Waldo County convened press.
Harry White, of Boston and C A. Godat the Court House at 10 a. m. Tuesfrey of Auburn.
with
the
day
following officers and jurors
in attendance: Judge, George M. HanTHE CHURCHES
son; clerk, James H. Cilley, Belfast; stenMr. and Mrs. Joseph W. Blaisdell
spent
ographer, Fred L. Hayden of Portland,
New Years in Bangor.
Preaching services will be held next
substituting for Cecil Clay of Belfast;
Sunday morning at the Congregational
Arthur
H.
Leonard
of
Boston
is
in
BelFrank
A.
sheriff,
Cushman, Belfast;
church. Sunday school at noon.
county attorney, Ralph I. Morse, Belfast; fast on business with the local shoe facPreaching services will be held next
messenger, Willis B. Fletcher, Belfast; tory.
Rev. and Mrs. Ashley A. Smith of Ban- Sunday at the Universalist church at
crier, deputy sheriff Silas E. Bowler, Palermo; officer in charge of the grand jury, gor were in Belfast yesterday, calling on 10.45 a. m. Sunday school at noon.
deputy J. A. G. Beach, Belfast: of first friends.
First Parish (Unitarian). Minister, Rev.
traverse jury, deputy W. J. Bean, MontE. Wilson. Preaching service at 10.45
Harry Goodale of
is in

PERSONAL.

ville;

of second traverse

H. Cooper, Searsmont.

jury, deputy

3.

GENERAL SESSION

nests :rom trees along the highways.
Trill Balance to Jan. 5th is as follows:
ASSETS
Belfast & M. L. R. R Co.
*500.000.00
City eficiency Account.
98,296.36
Capn, Invested Accts.:
C:;; Team Capital Acct. *1,300 00
Bank.
455 50
j Gravel
M. zr Truck.
I
1,800 00
Tat Deeds. 1,204 33
4,759 83
Du*' om State:
Dur for State Dependent
R- ef Mothers..
l'Utfor Dependent Relief

Ranking.
Evaluating the five grades.
b.
The Normal curve for the grades.
Credit
c.
for effort and ability by
weighing ranks.
a.

8 p.

m.

Belfast High School Orchestra

Music,
Address,

happy boy and he-

Knew him.

-vie Holmes Has returned home
n
Bub and Lewiston.

visits

A.

Read entertained

S* ‘era.
l)u for Paupers.
Due for Pensions.

few

a

learance

i

Sale

:st

under the auspices of the Belfast Teachers’ Club.

LUNG-PENDCETON.

510.70

Frost of Lynn accompanied the groom.
was played
by Miss

349 79

The wedding march

10,655.93

Madeline Fendleton.

74,927.65
9,213 81

LIABILITIES
ided Debts.

ist
R

%

Investigation

Taxes 1918
> Tea
Payable
nexpended Appropriations:
Armory
3344 S7
Brown Tail Moth...
420.88
City Team Expense.
325 08
errun

38.50 Coats,
15.00 Coats,
50.00 Coats,

Price, $17.98

Sale Price,
Sale Price,
Sale Price,

alues.

....

Early

■Street Sprinkling.
Water Supply...
Suspense 1914-1917 taxes
State Aid Road.

69188
803 87

1,230

63

269 46
loooo
778.00
763.35 44,673 23

L
a

visit in

ter, Mrs.

Ithe

COLONIAL
HEATRE

|

Belfast,
Matinee

Daily

Admission

at

Maine
2.30

11c and 6c

FRIDAY

Alice Brady

[ Evening

at

Admission

The
new in weddings.
engaged and marrieu withi
five minutes to the tune of a jaz
band.

ANTONIO MORENO IN

Mrs. Sidney Drew
Two Act Cornea;

Comedy

Drama

'Marie

Monday

*<TL|P
DF'SHT5*
I fl EL r C J I

thrilhand

Walcamj

in

TUE8DAY

HALE

IN

“Perils of Thunder Mountain”

MABEL NORMAND

Goldwyn
A cyclone of

Prices Include War Tart

a

corner

from

a

the bridal party
A buffet lunch was served after

down pour of laughter.

“Spurs and Saddles”

IN

"Johnny on the
Spot"

i

MacRea,

ERNEST

J.

STONE

Ernest J. Stone, a native of this
city,
passed into rest at the Bangor State HosDec.
after
a
pital
314st, 1919,
period of
affliction extending over 40 years
He
was a boy of exceptional promise and of
fine character, born July 12, 1862, son of
; the late Captain Martin and Electa B.
(Pitcher) Stone. The funeral services
with Rev. A.
Parish church

E.

Wilson

of

the First
officiating, were held at 2
Jan.
m
at
Friday,
the home of
p
2nd,
his sister, Mrs. Chas. H. Walden, Court
street, who with an older brother, Geo. M.
Stone of Lewistown, Montana, survives
him. The bearers were Messrs. Frank
R.
Woodcock, Thomas W. Lothrop,
Charles S. Bickford and Ben D. Field.

IN

For 1920

^COMEDYJ^MUTTMIDjiF

LLOYD'COMEDY
VOD-A-VIL

Methodist

People’s

Church, Rev.
Martin, pastor; parsonage,
No. 7 Court St.; telephone, 213.11. SunMrs. Herbert Nealley and daughter
Erma of Monroe were guests New Year’s day morning preaching, 10.45; Sunday
school, 12.00 M.; Sunday evening at
day of Mr. and Mrs. Everett Tasker.
Charles W.

ents, Mr. and Mrs. John Parker.

6.30.

Evening service at 7.30. Prayer
meeting this, Thursday, evening at 7.30.

Mr. and Mrs. D. B. Blaisdell of Brooklyn, N. Y., will arrive next week to visit
the former’s

father,

Mr. J. W.

Rev. Alfred C.

Elliott, wife and two
arrived from Newport last Saturday. Mr. Elliott began his pastorate at
the North church Sunday morning with

Blaisdell,

sons,

and wife.
Mrs. Amelia Allen of
has arrived for

Marlboro, Mass.,

indefinite visit with
her daughter, Mrs. Herbert H. Stevens
and family.
an

of the largest attendance for years.
He gave a short address to the children
before the morning service and plans to
make this a feature every Sunday. The
regular choir with Miss Amy E. Stoddard
organist, Mrs. Harry Gordon and Mr.
one

Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Stuart returned to Machias Monday after a week’s
visit with Mr. and Mrs. Thaddeus Stuart,

Upper High street.

Parker, sang a duet and the latter
also sang a solo. Mr. Elliott was given a
unanimous call to the church which has

John

Miss Melvina-Y. Parker left

Saturday

to resume her duties in the Bangor High
school after spending two weeks with her
mother and sister in this city.

Fair Holmes all of

Bert J.

been without

pastor about two years,

a

George R. Doak and Wm. L. Hall of BelW. W. Moulton, Thorndike.

ASSIGNED CASES.
The following cases were assigned for
trial:

Whitman,

Dr. E.

They arrived
Tuesday night’s train.
Mrs. A.

Belfast,

were

home

on

this time.

tne

Mrs. William F.

Admission to supper 20 cents.

Rev. George C. Sauer began his pastorate at the Baptist church last Sunday

Monday for morning,
Middletown, Conn., after structive

when he delivered a most inand helpful sermon to a large

and Mrs. H. E.

|

extended visit with her parents, Mr.
Morrill of Belmont. She
will visit in Providence, R. I., en route.

communion

school session,

J

Miss Georgia Davis of East Eddington,
who has been at the Nortliport Country

the following officers elected for the year:
secretary and treasurer, Gerald W. How-

; Club several seasons in charge of the
is spending the winter at
j dining room,
Georgian Hall,_the home of Mr. and Mrs.

ard; librarian, Herbert O. Brier; pianist,
Gladys Michaels; supt. of cradle roll,
Ethel Rogers; supt, of home department,

■

J. W. Blaisdell.

Mrs.

and Mrs.

Mr.

Wilson,

Portland have taken the tenement in the
on Congress street.
Mr.
Ingersoll is connected with the Saco Valley Canning Company at Harmony and

Drake, Cowan;

taken up before

Judge Hanson.

Frank

Curtis, who has been the
the holidays other sister, Mrs.
W. MacRea, returned to Provi-

dence,

R.

Miss Arlene

she

over

I.,

last Saturday.

visited her

mother,

P. D.

D.

reports

Rich.

followed by the
the Sunday

At

were

Beginning
a

new

the year 1920 we have made

schedule for all of

our

piece work-

January

H.

This school

Bell

Pants

BRIDGE ST.,

Factory

BELFAST, ME.

has

very

tor of the First Baptist church at Bangor

Carter, in Portland.

for eight years. He was there at the time
of the fire when their church was destroy-

County Agent Norman S. Donahue has
in Orono the past week to attend

been

the county leaders’ conferences at the
University of Maine. Mrs. Donahue has

ed, and also the homes ot many ot his
parishioners. In Dexter he has organized
eight patrols among the Boy Scouts, and.

been with her relatives in Hartland dur-

for their war-time endeavors has received

ing her husband’s visit in Orono.

the highest commendation not only among
the townspeople, but also by the county

Mr.

H.

Woodcock will leave this
week for Boston en route for Ormond
L.

and State Scout leaders.

He has

also

been very active in Y. P. S. C. E. work.
In this as well as in all church work he
has been very ably assisted by Mrs. Sauer,

Beach, Fla.,

where he will spend the remainder of the winter, with a possible
visit to Nassau, N. P.
Mrs. Woodcock

who is especially popular wiih the young
people. Mr. Sauer was born at Shelburne
who has been ill at his Falls, Mass., attended the Pratt Preparahome on Main street for (die past ten tory school, the Newton, Mass., Theodays, was able to sit up Monday and is | logical Seminary and Temple University.^
gaining rapidly. Mr. Clay had a very j Before entering the ministry he was secsevere attack of tonsilitis and is unable j retary of the Y. M. C. A. of Natick and
to attend to his official duties as stenog- at Cambridge.
rapher to Judge George M. Hanson at the
Rnhert W. Rollins has been engaged as
S. J. Court in session
will visit her cousin, Mrs. William B.
her husband’s absence.

Swan, during
Cecil Clay,

I
traveling salesman for the Dinsmore
| Shoe
Store and left Tuesday for the

here.

Dr. and Mrs. W. L. West have return
a visit in
Portland, where they i northern section of their territory.

!

ed from

Clearance Sale
■Mma

of all Winter

Apparel

Suits

Dresses

Children’s C

Coats

Skirts

Millin

Many people have taken advantage of the wondi
at this clearance sale.
We have a few
and look around and if you find a g
T<
price will suit you,

ers with a great
can be positive

increase. All stitchers
of making good money.
Come at once and secure your position.

given and

years, where he is very popular, and great
regret is felt there at his decision to come
Previous to this he was pasto Belfast.

En route

Mrs.

Idella

was

service.

thriving classes and many expressed themselves ready to do everything possible to co-operate with the new
Mr. Sauer expressed
pastor in his work.
his thanks and his pleasure at being a coworKer with the members of the Sunday
school. Mr. Sauer has had charge of the
Baptist church at Dexter for the past two
some

Henry G. Ingersoll of

Carleton house

guest

This

congregation.

later in Portland.
A.

Poor,

Weslie, Mrs. C. W. Jennys, Mrs. Hugh B.
Young, Mrs. W. L. West. The annual
meeting of the chnrch will take place at

an

D. R.

of

of Mrs. Fred R.

A. Packard left

her home in

Ritchie.

formerly

Mass.

longer visit.

Hospital.

Buzzell;

Dunton & Morse.
McAdle Inc. vs. C. F.

Campello,
a

Adrian C. Tuttle left Monday for Portland to accompany home his wife, who
had been under treatment at Dr. Cousens’

Thursday.
vs.

and tamily of

Mrs. Howes remains for

WEDNESEAY.
Laney Carson vs. R. G. Hamlin. Buzzell; Brown Jr., Ritchie.
F. O. J. Horne

when all will be given an opportunity to
meet Mr. and Mrs. Elliott socially. The
committee in charge of the supper consists

James H. Howes has returned from a
visit with his daughter, Mrs. Richard P.

fast;

the bride and groom left Satur-

Schedule of Prices

S
—

Parker, district nurse of
Walpole, Mass., is the guest of her par-

day for Raleigh.

DORIS KENYON

“TWILIGHT”

to these services.

Miss Alice

Mrs. Beryl Thomas LudStephen MacRea of Machias and Miss wick’s case was taken up first and she
Bessie G. Hammons were married at 6 p. was placed on the witness stand
and exm. New Years at the Unitarian parsonamined at length. Wednesday forenoon
age, Rev. Arthur E. Wilson officiating Judge Hanson signed the decree
giving
i
with the double ring service. The bride her a divorce for non
support. The cases
wore a becoming gown of taupe jersey were entered in 1918.
cloth. They were accompanied by the
Wednesday forenoon Fred J. Clowes of
groom’s brother, Frank W. MacRea, and Prospect and Samuel John Spurden of
his wife. The groom has been employed Winterport were given
naturalization
in Bangor for some time, but plans to papers.
j
make his future home in Raleigh. After
spending a few days with Mr. and Mrs.

WEDNESDAY

HAMILTON

»

CHESTER NEWS

Climbers’*

This famous stage success even better as a picture.

were

17c and 11c

and Down”

“The

Something

In the

Upstairs

IN CLYDE FITCH’S PLAY

“Red Head”

7.00 and 8.30

live Thomas

Corinne Griffith

IN THAT DELIGHTFUL PICTURE

Saturday

"•

Sylvester has returned from
Hallowell, the guest of her sisCJ. M. Smalley and
family.

THURSDAY

a

MACREA-H AMMONS.

$715,727.01
Mrs. J. F.

day school at noon. Christian Endeavor
meeting at 6.30. Evening service at 7.30.
Prayer meeting this, Thursday, evening
at 7.30. The public is cordially invited

Miss Una Chapin returned to Bangor
last Saturday after a holiday visit with
relatives in this city.

Friday.
McAndless vs. Herbert Hamlin,
Ritchie; Buzzell.
short trip after which they will return to
Angie O. Thomas vs. Ansel S. Kelley,
their home in Norwood.
Mr. Long has Buzzell; Chapman.
for many years held a position with WalB. O. Norton vs. Ernest
Harvey, Buzter Smith & Sons of Norwood. Their zell; Chapman.
gifts were many and beautiful, including
Maurice Mayhew vs. George
Sweet,
cut glass, silver, linen, china, etc.
A Fellows; G. H. Morse.
chest of silver was presented by her felSaturday.
low workers at E. W. Burt’s, where she
Florence R. Gray vs. Fred E. Ellis,
was employed.
Che was given a utility Brown; Ritchie.
shower by them shortly after the an^Tuesday afternoon the cross libels of
nouncement of her engagement.
i Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ludwick of Boston,

SchoolB.

Come

one

where

decorated
large white

silver tone coat and velvet hat to match.
Mr. and Mrs. Long left immediately for a

£a“PerB.

JAMES H. HOWES

■

5,000.00

.gg
1,233 61
3.785 83
468 33
Pollce.
581 59
6,765 89
2

in

parlor,
was

the ceremony when the bride cut a large
and delicious wedding cake. Her going
away gown was of blue crepe de chene
trimmed with silver cloth, with a blue

City Building..
Overlays.,

Sewers,.
Sidewalks.
Street Lighting.

sespended

stood.

Interest

37,50

A few Coats at $5.00
''i! 5

bell

City Park.
88 00
Contingent.. 6 935 82
County Tax.
1,402 16
Coupon Acct. 11,936 36
Discount on Taxes.
00
2,000
Fire Department
1,507 66

27.50
33.50

Services will be held at the Baptist
church next Sunday at 10.45 a. m. Dr.
I. B. Mower will occupy the pulpit. Sun-

-—

Dinsmore.

Wednesday morning. They are Frank I.
Wilson, Belfast, foreman; W. A. Banks,
Edward W. Davis, C. D. Harriman, Fred

white arch under which

00
74.927 65
I23 29
1003 00
102 84

netery Fund

The

the ceremony took place,
in green and white, with

$590,000

Funds.

Woodcock.

The jurors excused were William Col-

8.379 49
1,087 59

Funds.

“TurnAll are cordially in-

ing Points in Life.”
vited.

lins, Winterport; I. T. Dinsmore, Belfast;
Eugene Barnes, Prospect; Frank Bennett,
Liberty; M. L. Cook, Jackson; C. C. Fowler, Unity.

9,295.44

Sermon

Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Crie of Searsport
were recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. H. L.
Miss Hannah Holmes of Ellsworth is
the guest of her aunt, Mrs. Thomas B.

Traverse Jury.
It was
necessary to draw eight extra jurymen in
the city before this jury could organize

Belfast;

1,648.39

.

Coats and Suits
Sale

subject,

Tuttle.’,

and all members and attendants are anxBird, Northport; Thos. H.
Dr. James G. Chalmers,
ious to work in co-operation with their
William
Cullman
G.
of
this
who
A.
Decrow,
F.
city,
Brooks;
Hatch, Islesboro;
Principal State Normal School,
Framingham, Mass. Fred Hutchins, Fre edom; Seavey Piper, has been visiting his mother in County pastor and his charming wife. A parish
9.30 p. m.
Clare, Ireland, for some time, will leave supper will be served in the church vestry
Troy; R. J. Turner, Palermo.
this, Thursday, evening at six o’clock
Informal banquet to teachers of the county
Supernumaries.
Wm. H. Arnold, there Jan. 17th en route to Belfast.

Total.$715,727.01

$25.00 Coats,

a.

C.

Second

JANUARY

HI.
Jla.

m.; church school at noon.
next Sunday morning:

called by the illness of his sister, Mrs. A.

The Grand Jury.

L. Howard and H.

Belfast, UA.

Bangor

F.

George H. York,
Business
Winterport, foreman; E. N. Amsden,
GROUP CONFERENCES
Jackson; Ralph Arey, Thorndike; Gusta1.50 p. m.
'vus Bellows, Freedom; Geo. M.
Bryant,
Elementary School Group
Searsmont; Antonio Croce, Searsport; R,
Supt. E E. Roderick,
Chairman,
Belfast, Maine R. Curtis, Frankfort; Ossie E. Dunton,
Actual Ways and Means Employed by
Waldo; Leslie H. Elms, Belfast; G. H.
Teachers in Rural School Improvement
Foster, Unity; George Hopkins, Monroe;
Miss Florence M. Hale,
State Agent for Rural Education O. E. Keen, Lincolnville; F. A. Lane,
Visual Instruction (with demonstration)
Prospect; E P. Morrill, Belmont; HerMr. Z. D. Hartshorn, Belfast man
Paul, Knox; E. A. Robertson, SwanDickey
per- The Application of the State Course of
ville; W. D. Sanford, Liberty; Arthur
mission t> install a gasolene tank in front
Study,
Shute, Stockton Springs; H. L. Sprout,
ut. Augustus U. I homas,
of his holding on Church
street, and for
State Superintendent of Public Schools Montville; Norman Thomas, Morrill; S.
a driveway across the sidewalk
was grantB. Wade, Brooks; John D. Walker, BelSecondary School Group
ed subject to the approval of the commitChairman, Principal H. A. Foster, Belfast fast; Trueman Whitten, Burnham.
tee on hghways.
Teaching High School English,
First Traverse Jury. Frank CarleIt wa; voted to recommend that the
Principal S. R. Oldham,
Assesso v abate the following taxes for
Maine Central Institute ton, Winterport; Charles F. Andrews,
Discussion
Searsmont; Eugene Barnes, Prospect; E.
the yea: 1919-20:
Round table conducted by
Everett Davis, Burnham; F. E. Gilchrest,
Mrs. Belle Cates.$ 10. “0
Miss Ava H. Chadbourne,
Lt nard & Barrows. 323.00
W. W. Gray, Swanville; Albert
Assistant Instructor in Education, Knox;
Be fast Building Co. 612.00
N. Kane, Searsport; Lester Merrithew,
of
Maine
University
The lax Collector was authorized to Topics for discussion:
Morrill; Samuel Place, Montville; Leslie
1. Use of the Project in lesson assign- B.
exchange receipts with the Belfast Water
Smith, Waldo; Earl Trundy, Stockton
ment.
District, the assessed taxes going as paySprings; Ira Veazie, Searsport.
2. Socializing the recitation.
Belfast High School Orchestra

Music,

FiVE^CENTS-

Court.

George Long of Norwood, Mass., and
Lana, daughter of Mrs. Martha A. and
gentlemen friends Monday evening in
870 00 11,985.47
:
the late George W. Pendleton of Lynn,
honor of his birthday.
Mrs. Wm. H.
I
Du rom Ralph Havford..
421.38
Mass., formerly of Belfast, were married
Hail assisted Mrs. Read in serving sup. Due rom Town of SwanThe grand jury reported at 11.50 a. m.,
v
January 1st at the home of the bride’s
While the host made the plans he
per
6 50
having found three indictments: Two
D
rom Superintendent.
935 55
aunt, Mrs. Emily A. Pendleton, 97 Essex
was not expecting to cut and serve a deD
rom Treasurer 1917..
against George Elmendorf of Belfast for
294 00
street, Lynn. Rev. Walter Healey, paslicious cake with a profusion of candles Due- rom Belfast Free Libreaking and entering and one against
tor
of
the
St.
Paul’s Methodist Church of
1.037 16
i for decoration.
r,bi7...
S. Gethens of Boston for obtainrrom Sewer AssessGeorge
Lynn, officiated with the single ring serm nts.
1.005 00
ing money under false pretenses.
3,699 59 vice. The
bride was gowned in white
The following out-of-town attorneys
Ov drawn Appropriations:
batiste trimmed with Valenciennes lace
nghw.ys and Bridges...
were in attendance: J. B.
122.18
Montgomery,
and insertion. She carried white carna-.g Licenses.
1 P0
C.
W. Hussey,
Waterville;
.chinery and Tools.
tions.
She was attended by her cousin, Camden;
196'53
nool Charity.
James Libby, Unity; F. W. Brown,
84^79
Miss Emily L. Pendleton, who wore a Judge
••:ate Road.
1.78L37 2,188 87
dainty white gown with pink trimmings Jr., Brooks; Judge Ellery Bowden and
1 hS Unpaid:
Walter C. Cowan, Winterport.
and carried pink carnations.
Charles J.
Norman

He was thrown to the
ng a broken leg and ribs. He
ecovered from these injuries.

fun;

Hillside

family lot with Messrs. J.
Clement, C. A. Morrill, Fred A. Mor-

E.

ng hack.

?e wh

Knowlton.
to

rill

^Bag-

aloft in

R.

taken

burial in tne

■ u*' the rigging gave way and the
was pounding in a
way that
nd*n. red the vessel and Mr. Thompson
nowin; thert

Music

far use of water.
Lincolnville; also three great grandchil- ment
Dr. 0. S. Vickery was elected Health
dren, Jane E. and Doris A. Miller and
Horace A. Pottle, survive. The funeral Office:
1 he Superintendent of Streets was auwas held at her late home Saturday at 11
thorized to remove the brown tail moth
a. m., with Rev. Arthur E. Wilson of the

'r
'il and Porf these trips that
injuries tiiat resulted in his
it was in a heavy storm when

it

for-

Horace A. Miller and Hazel M. Pottle of

a

He commenced his

sailor when he

^Hc'ir
jv lien

Thompson had

Morton,

merly of Chicago. Three grandchildren,
Mrs. Grace M. Phillips of Ellsworth,

ins mother and four sisters to

s

their loss

God’s

past 15 years, Henry B. Cammett of Boston, who came to attend the funeral, by

be doing well but suddenly grew
was
sent for and

Mmi.

conscious to the last.

of Camden, by two sons, Ira A. Cammett
of Los Angeles, Calif., who has not once
failed to send her a weekly letter in the

lhs mother

qHP

was

linger touched her and she slept. She is
survived by one brother, John C. Calph

GENERAL SESSION
10.30 a. m.
Music

a

ertson.

The County Teachers' Association will
be held in the Belfast High school room
Friday, Jan. 16th. All teachers are requested to register as soon as possible,
pay the membership fee of 25 dents and
take their places promptly at the hours
announced for the opening of the sessions.
The program:

oo
557 46
272 79
12

Street Light i>g..'
loyal member of Mystic Grange and Belfast brer Library.
School
gg gg
always retained her membership. From Free Contingent.-.*
Text Books and Supplies.........
■land be with her loved ones gone early
149 68
life she was identified with the Bap- School
and Insurance.
Rep^rs
halfa
95 72
;fere her. She is survived by
tist church and was with her late hus- Paupers Account.jg gy
Dyer of Clevester, Miss Frances
g gg
band a devoted worker in its Sunday Sewers..
Hayford account.*
20 27
Ol o, formerly connected with the school. As
long as she lived she insisted State Road account.
197
79
and
in
Boston,
rationalist paper
State Aid Fnad account.
337 gy
that her household observe the primitive
Sidewalks.....
1162
lalf-brother, Edward A. Dyer of ideas of
Sunday observance. She was Fire Deparinient
yj g^
|], New Mexico. The funeral was always industrious and when’obliged to City Building. 328
92
at
2.30
p.
; her late home Sunday
City Tear: -..” 138 38
lay aside active house work she devoted Police Dei rtment
26 53
jth Rev George C. Sauer, pastor of
hours to beautiful fancy work for General School Purposes.
444 75
The many
aptist church officiating.
130 60
her family and friends. In her long ill- Armory- ."""
were Messrs Robert F. Dunton,
Total~ .*3,95145
ness she received the ioving devotion of
W Howard, George H. and Benj.
her two daughters. She never complainThe petition of Will H.
for

»Urt<

Waldo County Teachers’
Association.

read and pass-

..$

Contingent

melt had a high moral character, an amiable and sweet temperament that won
and retained the love and esteem of all
who knew her. For many years she was

time conducted

Malden, Mass. She was kindand benevolent, thoughtful of the
of others and very anxious to

When she

The

The regular

government

mother died and
years of age her
Reushe came to live with her aunt,Mrs.
is now
ben Higgins of Belmont, on what
Mrs. Camthe Doyle farm in Morrill.

who died several years ago

life and at

Jane, widow of the late Orrin C. Cammett of Belmont, died at 9 a. m. Jan. 1st,
at the home of her daughter, Mrs. Ada B.

seven

Bii home on Northport avenue, now
■esidence of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert R.
■Bmald. She was a milliner in her

Hjger

Cir Government.

May 15, 1830,
and Sally (Gray) Calph.

born in Belfast Oct.

was

MAINE, THURSDAY, JANUARY 8,

MRS. JANE CAMMETT.

was
Morton, No. 13 Congress street. It
but
the 69th anniversary of her marriage,
Mrs.
she had been a widow for 15 years.
Cammett was born in Newport, Maine,
the daughter of Richard

here she had boarded for about
one-half years. She had been

a

^B,

at

W

craid
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E

McDonald died
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The Republican

ALLNIS AILMENTS
DISAPPEARED

Belfast, Thursday, Jan. 8, 1920
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY BY

Republican ]oumal

The

Pub. Co.

ADVERTISING TERMS. For one square,
inch length in column, 50 cents for
one week and 35 cents for each subsequent
insertion.
In advance,
SUBSCRIPTION Terms
<2. 00 a year, $1 00 for six months; 50 cents
for three months

Mount Belknap Hotel,

one

Lakeport, N.H.
“At 70 years of age, chronic Constipation was causing me to suffer with
distressing Headaches, Dizziness and
Indigestion.
I believe I have taken more medicine than any half-dozen people in
town ; but nothing did me good until 1
tried 'Fruit-a-tives’.
Right away I could see their good
effects. After taking them for threa
months, my bowels were regular,
and the other ailments disappeared”.
FRANK A. HALE.
GOc. a box, 6 for $2.50, trial size 25c.
At dealers or from FRUIT-A-TIVES
Limited. OGDENSBURG. N. Y.

‘Uont never pay to go lookin’ fer
trouble. It’s tew easy to find. Happiness wont hev nothin’ t’dew with a man
that likes trouble. Minit a man stops
lookin’ fer trouble, happiness’ll find him.”

—Irving Bacheller.

SUGAR.

United States Sugar Equalization

The

Board line), of which we have heard so
much, is a corporation organized under
the general laws of the State of Dela-

less

$101.63. The total production of cut

which realizes that it doth not profit us
July 14, 1923, un- to gain the whole world and lose the
Its objects and soul of the United States.
dissolved.

15, 1918, and is to
sooner

cease

purposes as stated in the charter are:
“To do any and all of the things set forth
to the same extent as natural persons

Those

financial

great

combinations

viz: To purchase or

hich have loaned vast sums of money
to foreign governments are doing a 1 in

otherwise acquire, manufacture or otherwise deal in and with raw and refined

their power to promote the importation
of goods from the debtor countries into

beet and cane sugar, sirups, molasses and
other commodities, and to do all acts and
things expedient or incidental to the

the

might

or

could

do,

efficient conduct of said business within
or

without the State of Delaware.

To

exercise all powers delegated to it by the
President of the United States.” The

capital stock of the corporation is $5,000,000, all ci which was supplied by President Wilson from the $100,000,000 which
was assigned him by Congress as an em-

w

United States.
This proposition
when reduced to its lowest terms means
that they hope to see the foreign bonds

they hold, paid with American

which

dollars obtained in exchange for foreign
goods. Already there is a great influx of

English cotton textiles into

our

markets.

It would not seem to be wise to give up
very much of our textile manufactures
for the purpose of helping J. P. Morgan
at als.

ergency war fund. Mr. Wilson was the
only stockholder in the corporation and
he controlled the action of and directed

Justice Brandeis

was

appointed

as

28.

fodder,

per

charter went into eltect July

Its

ware.

Mrs. Sarah Norton, wife of Henry Norton of Lincoln ville, passed away Dec.
14th, death coming very suddenly and
peacefully at last, although she had been
in failing health for several months. She
was entirely devoted to her husband and
children and was one who had a kind
word for everyone. She had a large circle
of friends and her memory will long be
sweet corn in Maine.
cherished by those who knew her. She,
Maurice D. Jones, farm management
was a member of the M. E. church, also
task.
the
to
was
assigned
demonstrator,
He has just submitted a report that con- a faithful worker of the Ladies’ Aid, altains information of general interest and ways contributing freely to their support.
should be helpful to the growers and packA beautiful floral tribute was presented
ers in settlement of their price problem.
to mourn
Through the efforts of the Farm Bureaus by the Ladies’ Aid. She leaveand county agents many farmers in the her loss, a husband, one daughter, Mrs.
corn belt were induced to keep accurate
May Scruton, of Lincolnville, who tenrecords, and from these records and re- derly and faithfully cared for her during
been
has
data
to
a
the
plies
questionnaire
compiled. The information was received her long illness; and three sons, George
from 91 farms. All of the counties in Doen and Will Doen of Portland and Dexwhich sweet corn is raised for factories ter Norton of Watertown, Mass., who
are represented except Oxford and York,
were all in attendance fat the funeral,
in which there were no Farm Bureaus
which was held at the residence Dec.
when the recor Is were being kept.
The analysis shows that the cost per 17th, and was largely attended, Rev. Mr.
acre of raising sweet corn on 209 acres
There
Russell of Camden officiating.
was $114.56.
Allowing a credit of $12.93
flowers. Her age was
acre for
left a net cost of was a profusion of

When the Maine
producers and packers of sweet corn
were engaged last spring in a controversy over the question of wh at price per
pound for cut corn should be paid at the
canning factories, the State Corn Growers' Association requested the University
of Maine Agricultural extension service
to secure data on the cost of growing

ORONO, Dec.

When He Tried “Frult-a-tives”
or Fruit Urn Tablets

BROWN, Editor.

A. I.

MRS. SARAH NORTON

Raising Sweet Com

The Cost of

Journal

a

member of the United States Court by
President Wilson and the appointment
the seven directors whom he elected, jf was criticised somewhat
by Democrats
the directors did not dance when he piped as well as
In a recent
Republicans.
he could send them home and elect a diopinion Justice Brandeis said: “by the
rectorate which would do so. In July Constitution a
treaty is only a proposal
1918, about 2,800,000 tons of Cuban raw until approved by the Senate.”
Evisugar was bought for approximately five dently Mr. Brandeis is not a cuckoo.
Some of
and one-half cents a pound.
Germany has promised to return 9000
this sugar was brought to this country,
Mollie, the Irish domestic, was one afrefined and doled cut for 11 cents a pound. of the cattle which she stole from Bel- ternoon doing certain odd bits of work
Most of these animals were milch about the place, when her mistress found
More of it went to other countries at a gium.
occasion to rebuke her for one piece of
higher price. During the first year of its cows. If the Belgium milk maids wait

One way to reduce
carbon trouble

il years.

corn

raised on the 209 acres was 2758 pounds;
net cost of production per pound, 3 68-100
cents.
But these figures were based on tne i«i«
crop, and the 1919 season was exceptionally good for sweet corn. The seed ran
unusually well, there were practically no
early fall frosts to shorten the growth,
and except in two counties there was a
good amount of moisture, along with the
warm weather.
The average yield per acre of cut corn
in the last five years, according to available records, did not exceed 2000 pounds,
while the figures of this year show an
average considerably in excess of that
amount. Mr. Jones’ deduction is that,
considering average yields and costs,
there is no profit for the Maine farmer
in raising sweet corn for the factories at
less than five cents per pound.
In reckoning the cost, the following
items were included, based on aver-ges
compiled from the records of 91 growers:
rent of land, $9.22; use of machinery,
$4.14; interest on investment, $1.91; fertilizer used, 616 pounds, $16 27; manure
used, 19.2 tons, $25 83; horse labor, at 17
cents per hour, $16.53; man labor, 112.7
hours at 34 cents per hour, $37.83; seed
and other costs, $3.25.
Mr. Jones says the records show it pays
to plant sweet corn before June 1. The
average yield of all corn planted before
May 24 was 3033 pounds per acre; between May 24 and June 1, 3233 pounds;
between June 1 and June 10, 2441 pounds;
after June 10, 1932 pounds.

'*■1111 HP1

deposits in the combustion chamber
piston heads cause lots of engine trouble
from
pre-ignition of the fuel charge to the
p
This can be
ition of the lubricating oil.
With
uniform, high grade gasoline that
d.
even
ges
vaporizing and ignition qualities,
be so perfectly regulated that the
can
£tion
srge is burned up completely, leaving a minicarbon deposit.

PROSPECT TERRY
Otis Ginn of Brewer spent Xmas with
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Ginn.
Mr. and Mrs. James Brown of Bangor
were week-end visitors with Mr. and Mrs.
I. M. Cummings.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Avery and two
daughters of Sandypoint spent Xmas with
Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Avery.

with Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Pierce in Sandy-

SOCCIfY Motor Gasoline meets every motor fuel reIt is carefully refined to a definite standard of
high qu6 ty. It is as uniform as modern science can make it.
Its canpiretion and ignition qualities assure dependable

point.

power

quiremeit.

Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Harriman and Mr.
and Mrs. Evander Harriman spent Xmas

finder all weather conditions. Standardize on
SOGOKl for motoring economy and satisfaction.
At fillingime look for the red, white and blue Socony sign

The Xmas tree and entertainment given
at the schoolhouse by the teacher and
scholars last week
A goodly number

a

was

great

success.

EVERY GALLON THE SAME

there and all en-

was

pleasant evening. Special
made of Santa who
arrived in time to bestow the presents.

joyed

STANDARD OIL GO. OF NEW YORK

very

a

mention should be

Mrs. Isabelle Brewer of

SPCONY

Searsport

DODGE’S CORNER,

|

.Winterport

has

employment at J. W. Smart’s.
Mr.

pneumonia.
a

RpSTERED^—|U S

very ill with
His many friends hope for

Alfred Stinson is

speedy

A.

of sugar to the satisfaction of

tion

our

people, it limited, but did not prevent
profiteering On the whole it made a
creditable record as compared with the
records made by other boards, bureaus
and commissions.

Since about midsum-

woman

for these

business for
MRS

ROSE B. ROBERTS

CLARENCE F. HU 1 CHINS

There is nothing academic in the presClarence F. Hutchins was born in Belent situation in this country. There will
j fast April 29, 1899, son of John Hutchins
be nothing academic during the next five
and Lenora Thompson. After graduating
Neither will this period be an j
years.
from the Brooks High school he entered
appropriate time for the promulgation of j
the employment of the Maine Central and
theories however idealistic they may be. ]

| Canadian

Pacific railroads.

He

was em-

time
as fireman at the time of the reface with dangerous social and | ployed
and was on the freight
We need a big grettable accident,
domestic conditions.
train from Megantic to Brownville.
He
Whether he be a
man for President.
was brought home to the Brooks CongreRepublican or a Democrat is a somegational church where the funeral service
what secondary consideration, provided
was conducted by the pastor, Rev. Frank
We need an honest,
he is a big man.
24th at 10.30 a. m.
on Dec.
seasoned and all-round business man. A Timperley,
There was a large attendance of relatives,
an
administration
build
man who will
up
friends and workmates employed with
from the best and ablest men in his party.
him on the railroad. Two solos were
An administration which will do business
“Some Day the Silver Cord
rendered,
for
and
in
behalf
in a business like way
Will Break,” and “Abide With Me.”
of the people who pay for and have a
An administration Floral tributes were sent as follows:
to have it.
We

face

are

some

to

right

whose bowels do

possible

Utopia.

not yearn for an im
An
administration-

COLDS bieed and1

Spread INFLUENZA'
KILL THE COLD AT
ONCE WITH

HILL’S

QUININE

CASCARA

fiftcmat
Standard cold remedy for 20 years
—in tablet form—safe, sure, no

up a cold in 24
hours—relieves grip in 3 days.
Money back if it fails. The
genuine box has a Red
Hill's
Mr.
with
top

opiates—breaks
k

k

/

picture.
At All Drug Stores

sign

of

a

and the world's best Gasoline

reliable baler

illness.

AN URGENT NEED

and will be for

The

So tastJfios SL1r. J. r.
ARSZNDT,
Box 44, f* erst Big, Texas

Mrs. Rose B. Roberts died in Thomaston Dec. 15, 1919, after a long and trying

her.
About 25 years ago they came to
Sixteen days thereafter, August 14, Mr. i
! North Belfast, which has since been their
Xabriskie, the president of this corporahome. Six children w’ere born to them,
tion, awoke long enough to transmit that I
! all of whom survive her and all of them
fact by letter to President Wilson who
were at the funeral.
They are: Mrs.
was, as we have shown, the corporalion, j
Grace Emmons of Belfast; Mrs. Emma
if
the
Cuban
should
itself, asking
|sugar
Barry of West Medway, Mass.; Wellingbe bought. There was no response and j
ton of Belfast; LawTence of BaldwinsSept 20th Mr. Xabriskie again wrote the
ville, Mass.; Maurice of Belfast; Arthur
President for instructions, and five of |
of Hingham, Mass.
Sept. 7, 1902, she
the other six directors joined him in urg- |
united with the Congregational church at
ing tnat permission be given for the purNorth Belfast since which time she has
chase of the Cuban sugar.
Whether
been deeply interested in all its activities.
there was any reply to this communicaMrs. Roberts was a faithful wife and detion we do
riot know but the Cuban
voted mother. Her children have reason
sugar, some 2,800,000 tons was not bought.
to ri e up and call her “blessed.” Besides
The price when it was oifered, last July, j
her immediate family she leaves one siswas
six and one-half cents a pound,
Mrs. Henry G. Roberts of Knox and
ter,
December lirst the price was eight and j
1 several
grandchildren. The funeral was
one-half cents and a recent quotation
held in the church she so dearly loved.
was a further rise of two cents a po' nd. j
Surrounded by an abundance of beautiful
Nobody knows how much higher the
flowers from the family and friends and
prices will soar, but consumers may as |
weil make up their minds that during [ lying so peacefully in her finely appointed
1920 they will be compelled to pay at casket one could think of the quotation,
“He giveth His beloved sleep.” Very
least twice as much for sugar as they
impressive
services were held by Rev.
would have been if watchful waiting had
Mr. Hoyt of Thomaston. The bearers
given the right of way to alert business
were her four sons and the interment was
com mon sense.
in Head of Tide Cemetery.

now

I'

windmill.

a

She was born in Knox March 8,
1866, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. G. W.
has been appropriately called “watchful Swett. In early life she taught school
waiting.”
j several years, in which employment she
July 29, 1919. the Cuban commission- | was very successful. When young she
was united in
marriage with James Robers
tendered the Cuban sugar crop of
then of Swanville, who survives
1920 to the Sugar Equalization Board. erts,

of 1919 the corporation has been in
that peculiar comatose condition which
mer

PAT CPE

GASOLINE

MOTOf

recovery.

E. Sprague, a smart young
of about 80 years, has returned
\
I to J. M. Nickerson’s as housekeeper.
Mrs.

“You haven’t wound the
carelessness.
Capt. and Mrs. George E. Chapin encows to come home it will be a
cloca, Mollie,” she said. “I watched you tertained Christmas Mr. and Mrs. W. J.
time
before
long
down
they
go
singing
success as a money maker, having
a
closely, and you gave it only a wind or j
A German promise is kept two. Why didn’t you complete the job?” | Mathews, Mrs. D. A. Lowe, Henry Dodge
made a profit of more than $30,000,000, the lane.
“Sure, mum, ye haven’t forgot that I’m and Charles Kellar.
and strange as it may appear this money only after compulsion.
leavin’ tomorrow, have ye?” asked Molwas turned into the United States Treaslie.
“I ain’t goin’ to be doin’ any of the
Accerding to the jewelers, all that glitSince the fourth of last March more
ters is not sold.—Cartoons Magazine.
new gyurl’s work.”
Although in the first year of its ex- than
ury.
14,000 bills have been introduced in
istence the corporation was a financial
Congress, and every year brings a new
sue cess, it failed to tqualize the distribugrist to the legislative hopper. Too much
business life the Equalization board was

carbon

He^

and f)i

Father and mother, brothers and sisters,
grandfather and grandmother, Mr. and
Mrs. E. Thompson, uncle and aunt, Mr.
and Mrs. Henry F. Thompson, neighbors,
William Holt and son Alfred of Clinton,
Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Divoll and son, Kineo
Branch of employees, Maine Central R.
R., William and Elmer Thompson of
Portland, Me. Funeral directions were
Mr. F. H.
under the supervision of
Brown, for Mr. W. S. Jones. The body
was laid in the tomb until spring, when
it will be removed to Swanville for burial.
A

Rat

Breeds

Averaging

6

to

10

Times

Ten Young to

a

a

In the orchard you PICK the kind

THE REMEDY FOR EVERYDAY ILLS

of

you want. In the market
you take what the dealer has. We
want the PICK of the WHEAT for

“I have used Pe-ru-na for
years in cases of colds and
catarrh. The results have been
good, in fact, more than you
claimed.
Have also taken
Lacupia and can easily say it
is one of the best blood purifiers I have ever used.”

William Tell
Flour

Mr. J. F. Arendt

For Catarrh and Catarrhal Conditions
The evidence of

one man like Mr. Arendt is more
convincing proof
you of toe merits of Pe-ru-na than any written words of ours. Por
rifty years Pe-ru-na has been the standby of the American
family for
d.seascB due to catarrhal inflammation of the mucous membranes
lining
the organs of the body.
Thousands, like Mr. Arendt, have proved the
effectiveness of Pe-ru-na for coughs, colds, nasal catarrh,
stomach, bowel
anti liver.dtsorders or any disease characterized
by a catarrhal condition
If your suffering is the result of a catarrhal disorder
try Pe-ru-na
It
is a true, tried medicine.

lo

3o!d

Everywhere
Ninety-Seven

Tablets

and

THE

THE

AT

o

the fields to

WILLlil!

Liquid

We go into the fieils themslves
and pick just wh;t we want—
the very best of he season’s

really

crop.

And you see the resflt in a bigger loaf and a BK-e delicious
flavor when you b|k> with WIL-

COST

LIAM TELL.

Better tell your Grocer—VlLLIAM TELL,
See how much brtte it really is

The Genuine Round Oak

SWAN-WH1TTEN COMPANY

Sold by tlutchinson’s Stove Store
Is conceded to be the best. Ask your neighbor that

H. H.

From

owns

one

HUTCHINSON, Brook?, Maine

Foundry

Save

to the Home

WL.COOK

Money Buying Direct

Ideal Maine
NOYES STOVE

Ranges

Undertaker

Waterville

CO.,
AGENTS

HENRY O. TRUNDY,
Belfast.

Sure Hatches Assured

DANIEL HIGGINS,
Morrill.

|

THE KIDDIES’ SHOP FOR NEW FALL AND WINTER COODS
CARMENIS TO 14 YEARS OP AGE.

G. E.

HALL, Church Street. Next Door

to

National Bank

Licensed Embalmer

EconomicaJy

License 377.

guaA|.

Litter.

From Tots to Teens

—

The REAL essential, UNIFORM heat
teed. F orced circulation like a furnace. Less ft]
required. No dirt. Stronger chicks.

Year

Remember this, act as soon as you see
the first rat. Get a pkg. of RAT-SNAP.
It’s a sur rat and mice destroyer. It’s
convenient, comes in cake form, no mixing. Mummifies rat after killing—leaves
no smell
Cats or dogs won’t touch it.
Sold and
Three sizes, 25c, 50c, $1.00
guaranteed by A. A. Howes & Co., HallEUis Co., and City Drug Store.

right

The big
TELL mill is
right in the heam )f the richest
wheat-growing puntry in the
world.

CHEAPEST

BEST

we go

get it.

per cent, of tho people have catarrh in seme form.

The Best Wood Stove is

BUY

or

apples

Compare the QUEEN with others.
Trayscannot slip out. You will not be satisfied without a QUEEN. Get
our prices before buying.
r

Kendall and Whitney, Portland,
Supplying farmer's needs

Maine

since 1858.

Belfast,

Maine.

Tel. 61-3

^

Expert Piano Tuning

(1H9(

LLOYD
172

D.McKEEN,

High Street,
Phone 126-4

Belfast,

Maine

46tf

Women
.f you will keep your system.-

,.

in order

by regularly taking

parents, who have abundant

vnr’d’o standard remedy for kidne
blander and uric a id troubles, n
of lite and looks. In use sin.:.

o

■mos

druggists,

three

rusts.

'■*

~--

on

*-

Transfers in Real Estate
I

The following transfers of real estate
Vi re recorded in Waldo County Registry
■f deeds for the week ending Dec. 26,

ISIS:

lliDavid

Pattee, Jackson, to Sarah E.
Pattee, do.; land and buildings in Jack-

aon

Daniel
H
Dickey, Waldo,
HjLajra do.:
land and buildings in Waldo.
Die sy,
als., Unity, to
JgfiedA. Whitehouse,
Burnham; land in Burnto

et

Lancaster,

Grant,
^Bphi11pBurnham;

Unity, to Eliza Lan-

B

land in Burnham.
■Carroll R. Beckett, Islesboro, to Elton
land and buildings in
U Beckett, do
ea t.i”,

oro.

jjld.

Kai

A. liu.stus, Monroe, to Clyde R.
Belfast, land and buildings in

e

Cl an
oe and Brooks.
)f<

Unity,

to

Edith Frost

St
fa

reasons

world

TIMES CHANGED
dut:h art
FCR DOUGHBOYS AT “Y” CANTEENS
Women
Rotter am
“Y” wilding and
Is Happy.

j

Sears-

and and buildings in Montville.
Alfred C bdgecomb, Montville, to John

mc

Q. Adams, Searsmont; land in Montville.
Everett O Shaw, Vt interport, to Frederic k H. Woodman, do.; land in Winterperi

Prof. Muirbea.i tolls an experience of
< iamnnng some Birmingham children
Immoral caching. He asked them to

his

wri;

an

-sav

'be three stages of life.

u

ill
returned the following:
On< liright
“Tii ire are three stages of life. The first
Mi when we are very young and think of
tin Wicked tilings which we shall be able
we are older, and this is the
to J-: whe
d innocence
The second is when
at
wi arc older and are able to do the wicked things winch wr thought about when
WI were young, and this is the prime of
The bird is when we are dotv and
Uf
it the wicked things which we did
I*i
Wi en we were younger, and this is the
-The Bellman.
do'age

OF

j

Miner.

HUMPHREYS*
The fuH list of Hr Humphreys* Remedies for
int- rnal arid external use. meets the needs of
families for nearly ev^ry ailment from Infancy
to old asm— described iu Hr. Humphreys’ Manual
mailed

M

free.
PARTIAL LIST

GRANDMOTHER SAVES LIFE j
h

LEGION.

of the must powerful actions taken
at the recent national convention of the
American Legion at Minneapolis was its
adoption of resolutions declaring most
vigorously against any and all attempts
to
preach sedition, anarchy or antiI American disruption of any sort in this
nation.
jI
Those resolutions, of course, went
through with unanimous acclaim and
very naturally are the expression of each
1
and every American Legion post in ex| islence.
Anti-American agitation need not ex’> peel to find the slightest tolerance of itself
on part
of the American Legion.
!
: That organization s
straight-from-the: shoulder declarations
against anti-American radicalism of any sort voice the or!
| ganization’s determination ever to be the
powerful bulwark it is in aiding in the
j protection of the republic, its goveru| ment and all American principles.—Butte

D ALMOST DEAD

■JBk.'.
bi;

children.

One

Clem-

A grandmother in Roxw
es
'1 put great faith in your
®'
m' one of mv children was
1
mg
doctor said she could not live
tu
nn, and 1 ran out to the drug
•b
got a bottle of Dr. True’s Elixir,
led 1 gave the half of the botand at night I gave her the
I thought its either kill or
r
s she is dying anyT*
did not die.
She went to
*b
hrst sleep for a week, and the
ung she passed two worms, red
r
niches long.
The doctor
ca
she was dead, but he ran
> quick, as she was sitting in
;,ig a bowl of oatmeal and
"
1 hiu was twenty-four
years ago,
81
has a baby girl of her
own,
!
old, who is also using Dr.
'Name on request.)
I pat;i n,
headaches, tired feeling,
its before the eyes, bad
-leeplessness, irritability, dizzi1 many other
signs of sickness,
iieved if you take the prescripas Dr. True’s Elixir, The Eamand Worm Expeller.
It has
r sick
people, men, women
Hire", ever since 1851—over 68
.'-nutation.
1
"rue’s Elixir—give it to your
W"
f amity Laxative and Worm
\
AT ALL DEALERS.
■
Dr. J.
*'
Auburn, Me.
as

]

;

JJ*'

They

1i'n

'■'Hi

|

carry

plague, fatal

hereby

Description

Tax tn
of
No. of
.>eaj
Real Estate.
Acres. Value.
Estab.
R. R.; east by land
by land of B. & A.
1
B, & A. R. R.
$ 10.00
25 00
$ 1.16

North by land of B & A.
of B & A, R. R ; south
R. R ; West.
by land of
One barn $25

.140.00
200.00

rheumatic ache
1

Put it

on freely.
Don’t rub it in.
it penetrate naturally. What a
sense of soothing relief soon follows!
External aches, stiffness, soreness,

Just let

Conghs, Colds, Sore Throat, Cramps, Chills, Bronchitis, Tonsilitis,
Sprains, Strains, etc. Soothing healing satisfying.
—

—

ClW.AiS loc.

to

“S H U B E R T"

“Shubert” Wants Maine Fnrs
All You Can
And Will

Pay

j

Extremely High Prices
GET A SHIPMENT OFF-TODAY
N? I EXTRA
EXTRA

LARGE

TO AVERAGE

N?l LARGE

N?l MEDIUM

EXTRA TO AVERAGE

N?I SMALL

EXTRA TC AVERAGE

N9 2

EXTRA TO AVERAGE

AS TO SIZE & QUALITY

MUSKRAT
4.50 lo 4.00 3.50 to 3.00 2.75 to 2.50 2.25 to 2.00 1.75 to 1.25
3.50 to 3.00 2.85 to 2.35 2.25 to 1.85 1.75 to 1.35 1.50 to 1.00

Winter
Fall

_

Ivf INK
Fine. Dark

Usual Color
Pale

25.G0to29.00 18.90tol4.00 12.00to 10.00 9.00 to 7.50 9.00 to 5.00
15.00 to 12.00 1100 !o 9.00 8.50 to 7.50 7.00 to 6.00 7.00 lo 4.00
lO.OOto 8.50 S.OOlo 7.00 6.50 to 6.00 5.00 to 4 00 5.00 !o 2.50

S K.U N K.
N°l EXTRA LARGE
fXTPA

Black
Short
Narrow
Broad

N?l LARGE

TO AVEPAGE

Xtwa.TO

11.00 la S 00!
8.50 to 7 50
G.50 to 5.75
3.59 to 3.G0

EXTRA TO AVERAGE

I

7.00
5 75
4.C9
1.75

N?l SMALL

GOOD UNPRIME

TO /WERfiOE

TO si/C

a!

"y

6.75 to 6.CO 6 00 to
5.50 to 5.00 5 00 to
3.75 to 3.C3 3.00 io
1.50 to 1.00 3.00 ta

3.00
2.50
150
.75

EXTHO

a

I

extremely high prices are based on the well-known “SHUBEKT” liberal grading and are
quoted for ii.mKuiait- shipment. No. 3, No. 4, and *nhe: wise inferior skins at highest mark; alue.
For quotations on oilier Maine Furs, write for "ehr £rl}ubrr? ^htpprr. the only reliable and
Write for it.
accurate market report and price list of its kind published. 1 ■' ■; Fit FIG
A shipment to “SHU3EKT” will result in “snore money”
“quids er.w
These

—

SHIP

FURS

YOUR

ALL

DIRECT

TO

THE LARGESTHOUSE IN THE WORLD DEALING EXCLUSIVELY IN

25~ 27 W. Austin Ave. Dept 2733Cliicago, U.S.A.

in Bulletin No. 561:
“Fowls not fed any beef scrap

>

—

during their pullet

year

as

other animal protein laid only 90 eggs
compared with 137 eggs from beef scrap hens.
or

The Meat Course
of the Hen Menu
PORTLAND MEAT SCRAP

Portland Meat Scrap
practicallyall BEEF scrap. Littleifany
pork meat scrap is in it’s composition.

is

PORTLAND is safe to use. Never gets
rancid. Has very high protein value.
Your dealer sells this old established reliable brand
We have a 24 page memo booklet we will be
glad to mail you on receipt of your address.
PORTLAND RENDERING COMPANY <«I
Portland, Maine
f219)

“I want you to use ONE can of
SUPERB A Red Raspberries*9

“These berries are simply delicious, the most delicious you ever tasted. They make pies and short
cakes you will never forget. Poured on ice cream—
well say friend
you wouldn't believe anything
could be so genuinely delicious.
I’ve sold canned goods for years and really SUPERB A Red Raspberries afford the greatest treat it
has ever been my privilege to offer,
Phone—or be sure and list SUPERBA Red Rasp-

Quarries,
Factory
Locations,

—

Farms,

Sites for Summer
Hotels and

NvlMCDIUM

AVERAGE

8.50 to 7.75 7.50 to
7.00 to 6.00 6.25 to
5 50 io 4.(5 4.50 to
2. 3 u l* 3 2.C0 to

35c, 70c, $1.40.

Mill Sites,

Ship

These

cramped muscles, strained sinews,
back
“cricks”—those ailments can't
fight off the relieving qualities of
Sloan’s Liniment. Clean, convenient,

i

|

Camps

LOCATED ON THE LINE OF THE

berries on your next order.
Did you ever buy your canned goods BY THE
CASE?
I have a real proposition!
Remember SUPERBA TEAS and COFFEES.
REAL ECONOM Y.”
They spend well at small expense
SUPERBA on the Label:
MR. SUPERBA
SUPERB for your Table*
2i9
Canned Goods Dealer
Milliken-Tomlinson Co., Portland. Maine
—

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
give opportunity 4> those desiring to
make a change in location for a.new
start in life.

Playing
ticn.
C. A.
from

from
tA

;e :

cneckeis v.ith your gas mask at the "alerte" must have us lascinaIn the photograph a group of soldiers is shown piaying in a Y. M.
hut just behind the front
lines, in
France.
Others, tired
duty in the trenches, are refreshing themselves with coffee. Hanging
t e ceiling ore boxing glc.ves which the “Y” secretary keeps handy
checkers get too slow for the boys.

want to change your filthy stomach to a
healthy, clean, purified one.
If Mi o-na fails to relieve your indigesINDIGESTION
tion, rid you of dizziness, biliousness and
sick headache your dealer will cheerfully
Sour, Distressed Stomach refund your money.

DO AWAY WITH

Hov to

Purify

a

in a Few Minutes.
3.6f

Let
spide
11.22

*20.00
26.00
1,4*
WILLIAM S. KILLM AK,
Collector of Taxes of tbe Town of Prospect for the year ISig.
2

has

use

Undeveloped

town ef Pros pCj
day of May, U19,
M
":*ce is
given that if said taxes, interest and charges are not >rem.ich ofrea'* estate taxed
as is sufficient to pay the amount due therfor,
* and
ch trges, will be
soldjat public auction at Town House in Dist. No 3, so”wr
(the eHrm? being the place where the Inst preceding annual town meeting
n>
on the first
Monity of Februtry, 1920, ac 9 o’clock a. m.

28

and external

.i.

This famous doctor’s prescription for internal
over 100 years of success in treatments of

true.

propheey come

o

f t ix s on real
estate of non-resident owners in the
mu. it ted to me for
collection for said town on the 12th

i

You’ll find Sloan’s Liniment
softens the severe

j

n-t

j

ACHES AND PAINS
QUICKLY RELIEVED

JNOTTCE OF SALE

10.00
100.00

/

>.

Y

situated in the town of Prospect, in the County of Waldo, for the

14

vnz rfiondfadyeMiJfytejAan
n /
cs <?

the

The vast majority of Chinese men
remember their mothers as cripples.
Many a girt wanders into a mission
school who has not had her own feet
bound, but has never seen a woman
of her own class who could walk, and,
therefore, she walks in a most ungainly fashion—scarcely conscious of her
natural feet.
The Chinese Medical Association—
an Association composed only of Chinese physicians mostly graduates from
American and English Institutions—
have asked the entire educated community of the country to co-operate in
better health for the children of China.
All the Mission Boards operating
in China felt that one of the greatest
contributions
the
Women's
Young
Christian Association could offer to
the health of China would be to establish a normal school for the training of physical directors.
Accordingly, In Shanghai, which Is
the greatest port In China, the national committee established such a school
In 1014.
The school has won favor
with all educationists, both missionary
and government. There have already
been nine graduates from this school.
Miss Ting Mei Chun, a graduate of
the Wellesley School of Physical Education, has been dean of the school.
Graduates of the school are scattered
from Canton to Peking, teaching with
conspicuous success in twelve mission
and government schools.

The “Y” at the Front

human beings.
They carry foot aid
mouth disease, which is fatal to sto<k.
They kill chickens, eat grain, cause estruction to property.
If you have nts
RAT-SNAP will kill them.
Cremaes
rats after killing them—leaves no sm*U.
Comes in cakes, ready for use. Thee
sizes, 25c, 50c, $1.00. Sold and guann-'
teed by A. A. Howes & Co., Hall-lllis
Co., and City Drug Store.

North by land of L. H.
Bowley; east by river;
south by land of F.
Ginn; west by town road
One house
$100.
North by land of J. Pooler;
east,by town road;
south by land of F.
J, Clowe; west by land
of W L),
Harriman.
House $150; barn $60
lrieks. N*rth by town
road; east by land of. J. West;
south by land of J, We?t; west
by land of
J West
House $26.
’»pect, December 19,1919.

In

tained in Shanghai.

economical.

Farmers,*Ab©it
by Rats.

Bubonic

women

Physical Training School Main-

j

U. S. Government Warns
Disease Caused

",

Y. W. G. A. STUDENTS
TEACHING IN CHINA

j

Corner

f
^■h

u-

an

HUMPHREYS
HOMEO. MEDICINE CT
William and Ann Streets New Torn

jooths

'ami

A.’s canteen

in the army of occupation
leave areas includes 57 attractive girls
from many different cities in the United States.
While the boys are waiting for the
order to evacuate they are putting on

20. Whooplnd Coutfh
21. Asthma, Oppressed. Difficult Breathing
27. Disorders oi the Kidueya
30. Urinary Incontinence
34. Sore Throat. Quinsy
77. Grip, Grippe. La Grippe
For sale by druggists everywhere.

1

COLLECTORS

4. Diarrhea of Children and adults
7. Corn. ?, Colds, Bronchitis
8. toothache, Faceache Neuralgia
9. Headache, Sick Headache, Vertigo
lO. Dyspepsia,Indigestion.Weak Stomach
13. Croup, Iloarle Cough. Laryngitis
14. Eczema,
15. Rheumatism1, Lumbago
10. Fever and Atfue. Malaria
17. Plies, Blind, Bleeding. Internal. External
19. Catarrh. Influenza, Cold in Head

Coblenz.—The Y. M. C.
company

intensive campaign of amusement
exclusive of that staged by a corps ol
entertainers working under the auspices of that particular department oi
the association.
Time has brought many changes Toi
the canteen girls working overseas
Dutch tyle. The request was grant- with the A. E. F.
A year ago she
ed, ar. the women not only secured served chocolate and cookies in makenote
in
Rotterdam
-->t
of
local
shift
an n
quarters along the line in Northto pa t a large panel across one end ern France.
Many were under shell
of th auditorium and supervise other fire and those who were not experidecDr.ions, but themselves did much enced the thrills of crawling out ol
the
interior bed at mfUnight to seek shelter from
of th work. Besides
deco- Jons, they set a low hedge be- the Gothas in damp, cold cellars.
Today the canteen girl works under
fore ie main entrance to the hut ;
and w hedges in window boxes out improved conditions and with every
side 1 the windows. Then the Hol- modern convenience to facilitate her
land a asked permission to dedicate enterprise. The huts in Germany are
the : t as a further evidence of their spacious structures, beautifully decortrie- ship for the Americans. That ated and attractively furnished with
reqi.it also the Y. M. C. A. granted wicker chairs and settees.
If she serves
chocolate—and the
and he event that resulted was a
There was an enter- chances are she doesn’t, for ice cream
mei rable one.
is
now
the popular refreshment—it is
tali ant in which some of the best
in
Holland made in giant marmites each built
sinprs and musicians
too. part, followed by a reception and over a stove.
There are real kitchens in the new
dar ng with society girls of RotterY huts, with running water and sink9
dar
and open windows breaking the .rows
A first the American boys were a
of neatly arranged cooking utensils
Dutch
about
the
bit ty
meeting
girls that
hang on the walls. In the old
—it
they put it, they feared they
days many a pot of chocolate was
co iD’t
parlez-vous Hallandese. But boiled over a
fire built between bricks
si
they learned that most of the
piled in a hollow square.
Sometimes
b-. t educated Hollanders can speak the awter
was a mile away and
cups
t least understand English, and
oi
had to be used over again and again
di. e music was the same in both but that’s
an
old story now.
la uages.
The maximum of effort was expendt sure was a peach of a party,”
ed by canteen girls in those days in
s;, one of the boys to one of the hosaccomplishing the minimum of result
tr es, when they were saying good- They worked in rubber boots that
pron
t, "but we never would have had tected their feet from the rain and
tb- nerve to coine if it had been any mud of camps near the combat cenTheir supplies didn’t
pi. e but here in our own ‘Y’ where ters.
always
w
e right at home.
It sure was nice come up. Many, many times the chocou folks to play us the Srsl match
c
olate wasn’t
as^sweet as it should have
r .iy to give you a return game anybeen, because the sugar gave out. The
v ere.”
I cookies were broken and moist from
U1 of which probably wras pretty the rain.
No doughboy ever gets a broken
but
'.zling to the
hostess,
she
His chocolate is made
iled a sw eet Dutch smile and in- cookie now.
ed him to her home for Sunday according to the most improved recipes, and there is always an unlimited
tuner.
supply of ingredients for every dish
concocted in the Y. M. C. A. kitchens.
CHRISTMAS CHEER—"Y” REMEM- j
! The girl who smiled over the hardBERS SAILOR BOYS
ships a year ago is still smiling, the
doughboys will tell you.
They have
plenty of time now to leave the counBoston—Four thousand 1919 Christ- ter and chat with the
soldiers over
las boxes have been shipped by the Chateau
Thierry and St. Mihiel and the
M. C. A. for distribution to Ameri- Meuse-Argonne
fights.
j
know
They
naval
forces operating in the the
an
country, many of them, as well as
Adriatic and Black Seas, according the fighter knows it, and
;
they like to
o an announcement from “Y” headj talk about the old days just as the
here
These
boxes
today.
quarters
are fighter does.
being sent by the Y. M. C. A., and each
There are a number of girls in the
will
contain
a pack of cigarettes, huts scattered over the 3d
one
Army retwo handkerchiefs, two packages hard gion who came over since the
armiscandy, two bars of chocolate, two : tice was signed. The new workers
packages of gum, a pair of socks, two are very popular and have helped to
cakes of soap, a package of chiclets, make this territory famous for its
a tube of shaving cream, a
tube of dances, picnics, boat excursions on
tooth paste, a tooth brush and
pen- the Rhine and other recreational accil.
tivities.

Erdptions.

1

■W

FOR
1. Fevers, Congestions. Inflammations
2. Worms, Worm Fever
3, Colic, Crying Wakefulness of Infants

*

the

are

j

grab bag and a guessing contest, the
prize being a handsome doll, and Mr.
Henry Mahoney proved to be the champion guesser. Nothing was charged for
admission or for the dance music, but the
candy sale, giab bag and doll contest
: yielded $10.48 which went to the Brews| ter School League. The thanks of the
%ii inr in Montville.
community are extended to all who as■ Aldcn F. Brown, Searsmont, to John
sisted in making the alTair a success and
j
Q, Adams, m. ; standing timber in Searsespeciallyjto Mrs. Berry, who, we are glad
gkc
to know, has been engaged to continue the
|
■(
S \dams, Searsnionl. ti> John Q j
excellent work which she has been doing
;and and buildings in Sears- j
An. as, do
LOYAL AMERICAN

Everybody

j

being furnished by Edward and
Frank Brewster and Frank Wood. During
the evening there was a candy sale, a

F.dgecomb, Montville, to John
Searsmont; land and buildings

Instead of Rubbers Girls Now
Wear Dancing Shoes.

Decorate

Rottr lam—When the clubwomen
of Rot. "dam learned that the American Y d. C. A. was erecting a hut
in the Vmerican camp here for the
entert.. iment of the soldiers doing
guard Jy at the warehouses and the
sailor- 'ringing supplies from America an taking them on from here to
the A 'y of Occupation, they asked
in
true I
it
permi >on to decorate

music

our

of

and for little money.
In Shanghai, for Instance, seventy
per cent, of the employees In the
cotton mills are women and children.
Working hours for spinners are from
six in the morning until six at night
and from six at night until six in the
morning. Weavers work from 5:30 in
the morning until seven at night and
the wages are from ten to twenty cents
a day. Hundreds of women are employed In silk filature mills, standing
hour after hour washing cocoons In
basins of boiling water In the excessively hot rooms necessary for
apartments where fine silk is spun.
In Canton alone, there are 150,000
women in factories at a maximum
wage of forty cents a day for women
and of fifteen cents a day for girls.
As part of Its program of world
service for women the National Young
Women’s Christian Association Is expecting to put on Its staff of secretaries In China an expert on Industrial conditions who will develop
social work In factories, and work to
Improve conditions for women employees. This work will Include the
Introduction of recreation and social
life among the workers and of health
lectures and educational classes.

The Y "!ped the American men in service to save by sending their money
home or them free of charge. Hun- dreds of thousands of dollars were
safel transmitted.____

and proceeded to take the ;
numerous, useful and beautiful presents
from the tree.
A dance followed, the

for

the Wall

on
At-

"

i%-'

Chinese—200,000,000 of
them.
They are going Into Industry
In large numbers to work long hours

Christmas

m<

Handwriting

_

of their children:

Maurice Ripley, Colby Jackson, Mertland
Jackson and Bruce Jackson. Santa wished them and everybody else a Merry

Liberty.
■ Alvin B. Shibles. Troy, to Linwood F.
La rnbee, Brooks; laud in Knox.
■ Edith i
Horne, Belfast, to John W.
B; k, do land and buildings in Belfast.
■ (>:ro A Stickney, et a!., Belfast, to
W iliam H. Dickey, do ; land and buildings .0 Belfast.
■ Berta Edgar Rich, Lewiston, to The
Ci y National Bank of Belfast; standing

Cushman and James J.
BFrank
ent, Montvdle, to John Q Adams,

..

One-fourth

hind the tree came in front of the stage,
where he was welcomed by four boys,

Arobine W. Johnson, Liberty, to Artie
M y Johnson, do ; land and buildings in

in Moniviile.

'■

■

to

At the close of the program, Santa
Laforest Allenwood) arrived
with sleigh bells ringing and entering be-

H. Dickey, et al., Belfast, to Rose
land and buildings in BelJo

inn

■

Twelve Hour Shifts.

Claus (Mr.

■

Q. A

—

Seventy Per Cent. Employees in
Shanghai Cotton Mills Women and Children Working

Arlene Armstrong; recitation, Bernice
Farrar; tableau (Iphigenia) by four girls,
Arlene Armstrong, Verna Clark, Bernice
Farrar and Marjorie Tower; piano solo,
Nellie Brewster; recitation, Edwin Simpson; recitation, Florence Flagg; dialogue,
Band) Arlene Armstrong, Earl
I iBugtown
; Marriner, Mertland Jackson, Earl Allen; wood and Amos Morse; piano solo, Arlene
! Armstrong; song, Down in the Green
Field, Herbert Gordon; dialogue (The
Stupid Witness) Maurice Ripley, Hugh
Morse, Bruce Jackson and Edwin Simpson); recitation, Marion Tower; recitation, Lester Morse; dialogue (Professor
and Lunatic) Verna Clark, Bernice Farrar, Mertland Jackson and Earl Allenwood; recitation, Fostena Morse; tableau
(Faith, Hope and Charity) Verna Clark,
Arlene Armstrong, Marjorie Tower and
Bernice Farrar; recitation, Hugh Morse;
trio, Arlene Armstrong, Marion Tower1
and Marjorie Tower; dialogue (Negro
Minstrel) Herbert Gordon, Mertland and
Colby Jackson, Earl Allenwood, Maurice
Ripley, Edwin Simpson and Bruce Jackson; piano solo, Nellie Brewster; dialogue
(School at Skeeter Corner) Verna Clark,
Arlene Armstrong, Marjorie Tower, Bernice Farrar,
Marion Tower, Florence
Flagg, Faustena Morse, Herbert Gordon,
Colby Jackson, Earl Allenwood and Mertland Jackson; Jingle Bells, Herbert Gordon.

"ague,

KaHi

■■

—^

Song, America, by school; Memory
Gems, by school; march, played by Nellie Brewster; recitation, Herbert Gordon;'
recitation, Ruth Allenwood; piano solo,

8L vens, do., land in Unity.
■ten
nan, Northport, to Edkett, do.; land in Northport.
yfz
■Percy II. Grant, Brooks, to Edwin M.
jn((, et al do ; land and buildings in
Q,

Bwiil

proud

be

I

j

r——t~»

ONE-FOURTH WORLD’S'
WOMEN IN CHINA

Home*

Jackson, gave an entertainment in Mystic
Grange hall, Dec. 22, at which there was
A handsomely decoa large attendance.
rated Christmas tree stood in on^ corner
near the stage loaded with presents for
the children and teacher. The following
program was carried out with much credit
to the young people, their teacher and the

/es, a clear skin and a body
youth and health may

it
...

Sending Mcney

_

Mrs. Lophena Berry of Belfast, teacher
of the Greer’s Corner school and her pupils, assisted by Mr. and Mrs. James E.

Made "Young
g.
f.

--

x

BELMONT.

us
a

talk plain English; let
spade.

us

call

a

Your food ferments and your stomach
isa’t strong enough to digest the food you
pit into it, so the food sours and forms
ptisonous gases, and when it does leave
your stomach it has not furnished proper
qaurishment to the blood, and has left the
stomach in a filthy condition.
Take Mi-o-na stomach tablets if you

If you want to make your stomach so
strong that it will digest a hearty meal
withont distress, and you want to be
without that drowsy, all tired out feeling,
take Mi-o-na; it should give you prompt
relief.
For sale by A. A. Howes & Co.
and all leading druggists.

Browne—The laborer is worthy of his
hire.

Towne—Yes, higher
toons Magazine.

and

higher!—Car-

Water

Power,

Unlimited RawMaterial
AND

Good

SALVAGE

Farming Land

AWAIT DEVELOPMENT.

Turn your trash into cash by selling
old rags, rubbers, iron, papers, magazines, bags, burlaps, metals and all waste
material to
SAM FREEDMAN,

your

Communications regarding locations are invited and will receive attion when addressed to any agent
of the Maine Central, or to.

Tel. 229-4.
16 Cross St., Belfast.
Drop a line and I will call promptly and
pay you the highest market prices.

INDUSTRIAL BUREAU
MAINE

CENTRAL

RAILROAD,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

WANTED
USED ORIENTAL RUGS.
dition.

Any conP. 0. Box 132.

ship ro us

Satisfactory prices gu
furs returned
We quote what
what we quote.

at
we

NOTICE

ran teed or

our

expense
pay and pay

Don’t delay. Ship
today.
Portia..d Rendering Co., Portland,
iVuine

The annual meeting of the stockholders of
the Searsport National Bank will b
held at
their banking rooms in Searsport on Tuesday,
Jan. 13. 1920, at 2 o'clock p. m., to elect directors for the ensuing year and transact any
other business as may legally come before the

meeting.
Iw51

W. R. BLODGETT. Cashier

*

CATARRH JES HARM

Whether It Is of the Nose, Throat,
or Other Organs, Get Rid of It.

Catarrh of the nose or throat -when
it becomes chronic weakens the delicate lung tissues, deranges the digestive organs, and may lead to consumption. It impairs the taste, smell
and hearing, and affects the voice. It
is a constitutional disease and requires a constitutional remedy.
Take Hood’s Sarsaparilla, which
by purifying the blood removes the
cause of the disease and gives permanent relief. This alterative and
tonic medicine has proved entirely
sal.
ary to thousands of families
in three generations.
If there is biliousness or constipation, take Hood’s Pills,—they are a
thorough cathartic, e, gentle laxative.

Theatre

Colonial

Brady, Corinne Griffith, Mabel Normand, Olive Thomas, Hele Hamilton,
Doris Kenyon, to Be Seen the
Next Few Days.

Alice

Alice Brady, Thursday
In a gorgeous jewelled costume beautiful Alice Brady does a most striking Oriental dance in her latest Select Picture,
“Redhead,” which comes on Thursday.
Miss Brady is a dancer as well as a
screen star and a stage celebrity, which
she gives film patrons an excellent opportunity to discover in this latest picture.
Clad in one of the most beautiful dancing
costumes ever seen on the screen (or off)
she goes through a series of weird, oriental movements with all the languid grace
Her costume of
of which she s capable.
jewelled spangles, consisting of a breast
plate and a full skirt slashed to the knee,
accentuates the beauty of her form and
the litheness of her movements.
“Redhead” is one of the best pictures
Miss Brady has appeared in for some time.
It affords her an excellent role for which
she is well adapted—that of a cabaret
girl, who marries a son of the idle rich
one night when he is under the influence
of liquor. She soon regrets her mistake.
Her life is a hard one, full of the petty
cares which a household is bound to assume —especially when there is very little
money in it and the lord of the house is
determined to dislike his lady. But every
cloud has a silver lining and well—see
“Redhead.”
A Mrs. Sidney Drew comedy, “A Sisterly Scheme,” is also on the bill for

Thursday.
Corinne

Griffith, Friday

Clyde Fitch’s great drama “The Climbers’’ is the attraction for Friday. The
New York Review says: “A fine play in
the original, it looms up as one of the best
pictures of the season. The sponsors have
kept its vital parts intact and h ive furthermore brought out its message. Indeed, there is food for thought in this
play. There is not only a moral but it is
unusually well fortified with plot and

BROOKS.

Custoner and Employe Ownershi of Central Maine Power Preferr|

Merton L. Fogg has a crew cutting ice
the pond here in the village.
Miaa Faustina N. Roberts was the guest
of friends in Jackson Friday and Saturday of last week.
Mr. Herbert F. Maddox was called to
Swanville Saturday to attend his brother
Alfred who was seriously hurt Friday by
wood
a tree falling on him while cutting

on

IS EVIDENCE OF ITS

Approximately

in Waldo.

Cochrane, teacher

Miss Ethel

SA|TY

in the

Onjpustomer Out of Every Ten of the

Maine Power

lower grade school, who has been spending the vacation with her parents in
Frankfort, arrived at P. H. Grant’s Sat-

urday and resumed her teaching this
week.

OVER 7% OF

to the cold weather there was a
small attendance at the theatre last Saturday night. A big six reel feature “The

Owing

Cwpany
Tl|

Owns Stock in the

8TOCKHOLDER8

Central Maine *ver Co. is owned to

m

/

believe, than

House of Mirth” with an all-star cast, a
reel of Current Events, and episode two
of “Elmo the Mighty,” the great new
serial which started last week. A dance

AS AN INVESTMENT

any other

w

hydro-electric

a

Organization I

ARE

CU8TOMER81

greater extent by its customers,

areljfting their money, not in

These customers
safest sort of home
invej|fnt.

Christmas Concert. Our Christmas
was held in the auditorium on

concert

Sunday, Dec. 28th. There was a large
Great credit is due to Mrs.
Merton Fogg who gave considerable time
to make all the parts fit in. 1’he principal
parts were well selected and filled by:
Herald, Beatrice Austin; Red Cross,
Theoda Plummer; Sacred Story, Zenade
attendance.

we

company of America.

The number of ci*ner’StocKholders is
constantly growing. More and
customers each year are ■'ingin the
ownership and earnings of the company.

followed.

Central

more

out-of-State speculation, but the

They are using thei risings to develop the natural resources of Maine. They are
helping to conserve coal. | ley are making it possible for Central Maine to offer to
industries looking for a §< location, an
ample supply of hydro-electric power at a
reasonable price.

Grant; Agriculture, Ralph Goddard;
ence and Learning, Alvah Hall; Recitations, by Frank Goodwin, Cecil Goddard,
Merton Fogg and Ralph Goddard. The
offering went to the Women’s Boards of
Sci-

By selling
thrift and is

the

security 1 the divided payment plan, the company is encouragingdeveloping inlors among people who never invested before.

To the prospective

the American Board of Commissioners

pu|rtiser

of Cent'al Maine Power

Company

7 °Io Preferred

Stock, this customer-own® is striking evidence of the strength of the company
and its securities. This
s®ty has been sold, year after year, largely to the people
who know the company bes-to its
employes and its customers. The fact that they
buy it, year after year, is a itfa’ng indication that the company has proved wormy of
the confidence of its customt and that the security has a most
exceptional degree of

for Foreign Missions, and amounted to
$5.69. Rev. J. F. Parquette will conduct
the service on Sunday next, Jan. 11th.
There will be no evening service. The
collectors for 1920 are: Mr. John Hobbs,
Mrs. Swift, Mrs. Cilley and Mrs. Pilley.

safety and

The Christmas tree proved a great sucThere were about 75 present and
all pronounced the decorations perfect.

cess.

A great many hardly recognized E. L.
Toner as “Santa” until he spoxe and
then all eyes were upon the genial Supt.
Presents were lavishly bestowed. The
“Rings Messenger’s” boys class presented their teacher with a gold watch chain
and penknife, Mrs. W. S. Jones being
presented with a satchel containing a $5
gold piece. The boys receiving prizes
were: Ralph Goddard, 1st, Cecil Goddard, 2nd, Arthur Hall, Alvah Hall,
Frank Goodwin, Gilbert Stimson, and
Merton Fogg.
The congregation presented the pastor with a toilet set and
crockery-ware. The pop-corn and candy
were forthcoming as usual.
We thank
all who helped to decorate and who
helped to make us all happy on this

stability of incofu

The price of the 'sfck is $107.50 a share.
62 % net.
Orders

can

be sent direct

tion about this

security

or
as

CENTRAL MAINE

The yield

gfed through any employe. If you wish more informaag vestment for Maine people, please use the coupon.

PfER COMPANY, AUGUSTA,

MAINE

l

characterization.
Mr. Fitch knew his
dramatic attitudes and he could strike
them oil for their full value. It is well
that his ideas are carried on by so able a
director as Tom Terriss. You could say festive
occasion.
that the picture is director proof, yet had
Mr. Terriss failed to take advantage of
New Year’s Observances. There
its high-lights it would have reached us
was no public observance of the day with
as a
mediocre achievement.
His deft
touch has made it sparkle with vitality. the exception of the closing of the banks,
The author usually wrote with his tongue etc....Frank D. Hazeltine Post, American
in his cheek and his gift for a satirical
Legion of Honor, gave their first New
'urn has been appreciated by the director.
And where coul 1 you find a more suitable Year’s ball in the Armory Wednesday
McKeen’s orchestra furnished
actress to interpret its whimsicalities evening.
than Corrlne Griffith? She steps into the best of music and there was a
large
Amelia Bingham’s shoes with authority
! attendance principally of the young peoand understanding. She brings a fragrant personality to the role—an aristoc- ple, many of whom were at home from
racy of breeding, a charm of manner that schools and colleges. As the clock soundvitalizes the whole play.
ed the hour of midnight the lights were
And the latest epi ode of “Perils of
dunmed and a voice from the orchestra
Thunder Mountain,” with Antonio Mocalled a “Happy New Tear to all,” while
reno will also be included.
Mabel Normand and Marie

Walcamp

Saturday
Irrepressible Mabel Normand has broken
out again! Proof of the outbreak is found
in “ThePest,” andevidenceof thesprightly comedienne’s high spirits will be enjoyed when the new Goldwyn Picture
comes Saturday.
As the fun-loving farmhouse drudge,
Mabel Normand is at her best—perpetrator of a hundred practical jokes, always ui a dreadful, but perfectly logical
scrape, and the center of a charming romance.
Easily she surpasses herself as

“Puckers,”

the lovable pest.
Replete with novelty as s the entire
production, there is something whi h will
come as a complete surprise even from
Mabel Normand. In one episode she is
seen as the tender of a
ferry. It crosses
a narrow river and it is the task of Puckers to steer the craft to
safety. It goes
without saying that a great deal of uproarious entertainment comes from the
accidents tiiat befall the hoyden’s patrons.
The devise alone would make
‘l’he Pest” a sure-fire laugh provoker.
Dare-devil Marie Walcamp in one of
her thrilling “Spurs and Saddles” stories
and the International News completes
this fine week-end program.

personal greetings were generally exchanged.... Mr. and Mrs. Morris L. Slugg
entertained at a New Year’s eve party
the members of the Saturday night auction Club, their husbands and a few invited

guests.
The auction prizes were
by Mrs. Sumner C. Pattee and William H. Hall.
Supper was served at 11
won

p.

m., and

as

the

new

year

dawned the

electr.c lights wrer.^ displaced by candles
and greetings were exchanged.
The
guests were Misses Clara

Keating, Ralph

I

Mudgett.Mrs.

B. and Belle

Morse and Henry M.
Eugene L. Stevens,

president,

entertained the members of
the Hospital Aid and Club at her attractive home on Church street, New Year’s

Central Maine Power
Co.f Augusta, Me.
Please send

afternoon. After a social hour was spent
delicious refreshments were served.Puuch
was served by Mrs. Herbert H.
Stevens,
rhe hostess was also assisted in
serving
by Mrs Harry L. Kilgore.
It was a
most enjoyable occasion.

new

in-

formation about Central Maine Power Co. 7
cent cumulative
per
preferred stock as an
investment for Maine

people.
Name.

The

Federal

called at the

new

Bakery.
Federal

Have

Bakery

you

in the

Address-..

lighted and white store on Main
Olive Thomas, Monday
street, under the local management of
A new and charming star, Olive ThomMrs. Mary C. Sweatt, formerly of this
as, Is coming Monday in a society comedy- :
drama, “Upstairs and Down,” which we city? The bakery was recently established by Warner Brooks of Portland, the
can confidently recommend.
Here’s a picture you don’t have to be in ! New England
This division
manager.
the mood to receive—it will put you iu
has grown so rapidly that Massachusetts
the mood to receive it. It is one of the
has been made a division by itself.
The
most delightful bits of screen comedy,
and its refreshing, sparkling humor will bread is mixed, raised and baked in the
make you want for more. Take particu- full view of all interested
customers.
sun

lar note of the date, and whatever you
do, don’t forget it.
An Outing Chester Travel Picture ano
Hearst News complete Monday’s bill.
Hale Hamilton,

Tuesday

The handsome Hale Hamilton in “Johnny On The Spot,” a Metro feature, a Sunshine comedy and a Mutt and Jeff cartoon
will comprise Tuesday’s bill.
Doris Kenyon, Wednesday
Among the good things for Wednesday
will be Doris Kenyon in “Twilight,” in
six acts, a Harold Lloyd comedy and
Vod-a-Vil.
In the contests of the Boys’ and Girls’
held in Orono January 2, State
awards went to the following lads and

clubs

lassies

of

Waldo

county:

Hatttie

E

McKinley of Jackson, fourth award for
canning; Ruth Leman of Liberty, fourth
for cooking and

housekeeping; Ivanella
E. Jackson, Liberty, fourth for poultry;
Clara Edwards, Liberty, second for gardening; Eben B. Whitaker, Palermo, second for flint corn; Earl Curds, Brooks,
fourth for potatoes.
Among the Waldo
County winners in the sweet corn growers to receive prizes given by the M. C.
R. R. at Orono were two Liberty boys,

Claudius Knowlton,
Bridges, $10.

$15;

and

Lain

Ashley A. Smith of Bangor
Noble Grand of the State Lodge, will be
the guest of the Belfast Odd Fellows
Jan. 28th.
Rev.

\

City and State.

Their

baking process is scientific and
with the pure food ingredients gives a
finished product as good as .home-made
bread.
They use no compounds what*

ever.

“The Fisherman”
is the “Mark of Supremacy”
which for nearly five decades
has marked the fame of

scorn
EMULSION
When you need a tonic to help
put you on your feet again
you will want Scott's that is
known around the globe
the highest known type of
purity and goodness in food
or medicine. Look for “The
—

Fisherman.**

Buy Scoff’s/

The Norwegian cod-liver oil used
in Scott’s Emulsion is super-refined
in our tmm American laboratories.
Its purity and auality is unsurpassed.
Scott&Bowne, Bloomfield,N.J.

19-35

SECRET SOCIETIES.

j

ADMINISTRATRIX’S

NOTICE.

The sub-

NOTICE OF DISSOLUTION

I

scriber hereby gives notice that
she has been
Primrose Chapter, O. E. S., at its duly appointed
administratrix of the estate of
regular meeting last Friday evening held
The copartnership heretofore existing be
ROGER J. CLARK, late of
j
Frankfort.
tween the undersigned under the name
f
a most impressive
service in memory of
of Wald°. deceased, and
Leonard
given
& barrows, engaged in the business !
h „h6 C°"nt?
th<S aw directs. All
one of its past patrons and most
IT against the estate ofpersons having of manufacturing and selling men’s and boypopular demands
said deceased boots and shoes, has been this day dissolved j
members, Clifford J. Pattee. A tribute
the 8ame for eettlement
mutual consent. Charles M. Leonard and
and alfinde!1?
‘ndebted thereto are requested to make by
of in memoriam, expressing
Fletcher L. Barrows will continue in business
deep appre- payment
navmL immediately.
under the name of Leonard & Barrows, in the
ciation and highest esteem was written
JOSEPHINE M. CLARK.
F„„,.
plant at Middleboro, Massachusetts, witb of1
by Miss Alberta Wadsworth, secretary of
rankfort, ide., Dec. 9, 1919.
fices at 181 Essex street, Boston, Massachu

the order.

The following officers of the N. E. O.
P. have been elected and will be installed
on Jan. 13th:
Warden, Georgia A.

Dow;
Dow; Secretary
Secy., Eben m!
Sanborn; Treasurer, Charles R. Coombs;
Chaplain, Alton K. Braley; Guide, W. F.
;Stevens;
Guardian, Edward Norton; Sentinel, John W. Knight; Trustee, George
D. Mahoney.
A picnic supper will be
Vice Warden, John L.
Ida Ai Mahoney; Fin.

served at the home of the secretary.

A robin has been seen on several occasions recently and seems perfectly at
shome in the orchards on and near Court
I treet.

NOTICE

THE SACO VALLEY CANNING
CO.
has decided to locate their
Canning Factory at Thorndike Station.
They plan
to commence
building about April, 1920.
Any farmer
desiring to plant sweet
corn for them will
find paper for contract at stores of Farwell
Bros, and Peter
Harmon & Son, Thorndike Station.
2

STRAY

SHEEP~

I have five
Stray Sheep, which have
been in my fields and
pasture for about
live weeks.
Now have them in my barn.
Owner can have them
by proving property and paying cost.
C.
M.
GREELEY,
n

Dec. IP, I9f9—4w52

Freedom, Maine

setts, Arthur H. Leonard will continue in
business in the plant at Belfast, Maine, in
connection with a new corporation to lie
known as Leonard. Stevens, Bearce
Company,
with offices at 10 High street, Boston, Maisichusetts.
The said Charles M. Leonard and Fletchet L.
Barrows will liquidate the affairs or the late
copartnership of Leonard & Barrows, and all
payments due to the late copartnership should
be made to them at Middleboro. Mass.
CHAS. M. LEONARD
ARTHUR H. LEONARD
FLETCHER L. BARROWS
Dec, 31. 1919-2

WANTED
BABY CARKIAQE.
Drop postal—will call.
P. O. BOX 182, BELFAST, MAINE.

Farm for Sale
*‘More than 200 acres, tillage, pasture
wood and timber, orchard and berries
Running water in all buildings. Land it

rocky.

I)

Maine.
50

that during
losing out sale they have
I the services of EDannounce

)

WILSON, registered
AH prescriptions orwill be carefully filled.

5t.

TO LET

e

room

tenement

T. H.

STEVENS,

Boothbay Harbor, Me

NOTICE
THIS IS TO CERTIFY: Whereas
have this day given to my son, SylvesO’
L. Van Sickle, his time and do not claim
his wages or earnings; therefore I \vi
not. be responsible for bills of his con
trading after this date.
December 22, 1919.
3w52*
L. R. VAN SICK!

Caution Notice
with

l water and electric lights,
at 42 Union Street.
tf49

Stevens homestead, Lincolnviile-

i hereby forbid anyone from trustia.
my wife, Beatrice Cook Morrill, as
shall pay no bills contracted by her after
this date.
Belfast, Dec. 24, 1919.
3w52*
C. L. MORRILL.

A Business

Miss Amy E. Stoddard will give a New
Years’ party for her music pupils at her
studio this, Thursday, afternoon at 3.30
o’clock.

Proposition

not giving things away, nor are we selling goods for
less than they cost. BUT we are not PROFITEERING, and we

No

we are

the central station which will
constantly
keep the water at boiling point, so it* will

take only a very few minutes to get
working head of steam.

ARE offering REAL BARGAINS in articles as wdl made, as
durable and as up to the minute as you can find anywhere, at
prices waich will sound good to you and which are fair to us.
Yours truly,

At the Davis

Chief S. S. L. Shute of the Fire Department has had a Patterson electric
heater placed on the steam lire
engine at

You will find all the latest creations in

a

Coats,

Dr. H. E. Hitchcock of
Augusta, an
official in the U. S. department of Social
Hygiene, was called to Belfast last Sat-

urday

dvertisembn rs.

\

new

a business adv.
at his clothing

publishes

n„vls

reM bargains

11K

National Bank publishes

..

statement to

report al,d

an

their

picture
'co!oma1"TheatreDpubHshes
week.
for the

am

are offering
pavis Sample Shop
dresses and
,nal values in coats,

..
■

advertise
New York Bargain Store
sale of winter apinuary clearance

,iral Maine Power Co. publish
to customer and

regard

em-

ship of preferred stock.
Luce Inc., advertises the
iur music-lovers.
11. Howes advertises a January
mi

;

of coats and suits,
ckton Spr. Trust Co.
annual meeting.
kton Spr. Water Co.
,le

gives
gives

annual meeting.
ampbell, 161 Main street, wants

factory

stitchers.

wants

:( baby carriage wanted.
Webber offers stove, cash regfnr sale at Phenix House res-

spectacles

Frost advertises

M.

c advertises Never Slip Ice
for sale.
of Singer sewing machine for

:s

Vickery has small house to

a.

af middle-aged woman wanted
-mail family.
a-ral Bakery advertises their
iked at their bakery, 39 Main
Lord advertises insurance
rales for same.
,s rtnership of Leonard & Barnotice of dissolution.
Fanning Co.gives notice of
Vi

...

■

al

Thorndike.
>.

about 64 years of
He is sur

was

wife, formerly Miss L. B.
Hallow.'d, both of whom are
Belfast.

:own

i

Hammons
has

:•

of Co.

F,

tendered his
ack of time

Sep
1.

si ness.
;

to

He
till

was

ap-

vacancy
gnati n of Capt. Orrin
IPs -i:<
ssor
will be ap»

r

he State

a

Department at

Steward Mas resigned as
the H. L. Whitten Co.,
several years and has
•sition in the office of Leon•'i

V
•tie

Bearce Company.
Miss
of the most efficient ac-

the city and has always
f satisfaction to her emto their customers.
Mrs.
n-

v'-

Fernald will succeed her at
iitten store.
school was organized Tueshv Principal Harry A. Foster
Supt. E. E. Roderick. There
’tent

of

over

75 and much

en-

expressed by teachers and
1’he citizenship class,
Mr.
er, leads with 40 registered,
vo classes in Spanish and also

■

hiss

under the direction of Miss

>efieck.

Sub-master Harold E.

u-ach accounting and a bein stenography. The salesand
advertising course was
ss

only five registered. Mrs.
lias the English classes and
Hartshorn the arithmetic. The
■‘s

■

F. W. Curtis has sold his garage business on High street to Gilkey & Son of
Searsport who have also taken over the
lease of the building. Mr. Curtis will
and increase his lumbering

continue

business in which he has been engaged
The new company has
some time.

for

not completed its plans at the present.
History of Belfast, Vol. Two. The
remainder of the edition of the History
of Belfast, Vol. 2, has been given to the
Belfast Free Library by the Joseph Williamson Society. The books are now for
sale by the Library, price $6.00 As the

W?

n

snow balls.
cial sessions of the

season

an

early

with 14 pres-

There are 26 Cantons in Maine
and Major Dickey reports the best
of in1
terest and a gain in

membership.

j

had been in conference with the owners,
The building here will be enlarged before

^

another

and

season

a

new

branch will be

A Dodge car will
started at Thorndike.
be bought for the use of securing acreage
and a Ford truck for general use. The
closed is the best in its history
under the management of Mr. Rondeau,
and he reports 200,000 gallon of apples,

season

cans

of

corn

and 100,000 gallon

cdns of beans put up and labelled.
Joint G.

A. R. Installations.

The

joint installation of Thomas H. Marshall
Post and Circle
noon

following

a

was

held Tuesday after-

picnic dinner

at

noon.

The officers of the Circle installed by
Mrs. Julia G. Ferguson were: Pres., Mrs.
Etta F. Smith, S. V., Mrs. Drusilla P.
Frisbee; J. V., Mrs. Mary C. Collins;

Sec., Mrs. Dora J. Bridges; Treas., Mrs.
Ferguson; Chap., Mrs. Augusta Fletcher;
Con., Miss Minnie Shaw; asst., Mrs. Nettie M. White; P. I., Mrs. Georgia W.
Juan; guard, Mrs. Susan Patterson; asst.
guard, Mrs. Mary Downs.The Post
officers installed by J. E. Wentworth of
Searsport were: Com., E. S. McDonald;
S. V., James E. Dunton; J. V., John W.
Ferguson; Chap., A. L. Hasson; Adj., A.
O. Stoddard; asst., L. C. Putnam; O. of
D., J. Oscar Clark.A. E. Clark Camp,
S. of V., and their Auxiliary had a picnic
supper Monday evening followed by a
The officers of the
joint installation.
Auxiliary installed by Mrs. Florence Robinson of Bath, Division president, were:
Pres., Mattie Moody; V. P., Etta Smith;
Chap., Annie Durham; Treas., Edith
Danforth; sec., Ethel Whiting; guide,
Annie Foust; asst, guide, Ida Soule; P. I.
and P. C., Nettie White; I. G., Mary
Overlock; O. D., Ora Danforth; C. B. 1,
Edith Moody; trustees, Nina Cook, Etta
Smith and Edith Moody. Col. Wm. E.
Southard of Bangor was the guest of
honor.
Mrs. Robinson was presented
with a cut glass bon bon dish.Col.
Southard installed the following officers
of the Camp: Com. George Salter; S. V.,
Harvey Foust; J. VrpBert Dodge; P. I.,
Rudolph Sanders; Chap A. D. Webber;
Council, A. D. Webber and Harvey
Foust; sec., Fred A. Seward; Treas., F.
O. Whiting; guide, Frank Downs; color
bearer, Byron Greenlaw; inside guard,
Russell Beckwith; outside guard, Leon

a

Good Position?

aged woman.
p/4_A middlecook
LCvl
for small

A

good

*
family in
plain
home. Every modern convenience. Must be
mat and of a good disposition.
Nice place for one
who wants a good home and good pay. All of the

a

Pallas.

Arthur L. Rondeau, local superintendent of the Saco Valley Canning Co., returned Tuesday from Portland where he

new

round position. This is not for general housework as a second girl is also employed. Family away
mite a little, therefore a trustworthy womap would be
appreciated. A house man is also employed to look
after fires, etc. Excellent position to right party,
best of references given and required.
ear

Address, No. 1, Journal Office.

j

We will make you

the home of Mrs. George
Monday afternoon with
Scouts present: Misses
Frances Bradford, Verna

At the monthly meeting of the directors of the Waldo County
Hospital Monday night the resignation of William R.
Reene, President of the Board, was accepted and Edward Evans was elected to

Morse,

On Coats
And

on

Suits

known

a

The Davis

saving of $5 to $18.50.

of "the greatest values this store has
fered—a saving of $8.50 to $19.50.

one

Sample Shop, Clark’s Corner, High St.

lit

C. Boom last

Iti ii Pijs it.....

.

FEDERAL

Olive

are

invited

salute, tying knots,

to
a

The other

attend

39 Main

The

setting-up drill,

Street, Belfast.

etc.

a story hour
Zig Zag Journeys,
for pupils of ail grades will be conducted
in the Upper Grammar Building Saturday
afternoons beginning Jan. 10 at 3o’< lock.
The afternoons will be devoted to travel
talks, illustrated by pictures thrown on

What it Costs

screen by the balopticon.
Journeys
will be taken to many lands and stories
told of famous people. The first program

the

succeed him. Giles G. Abbott was elected a member of the Board of
Directors,
and was also made a member of
the

will be entitled a “Day in the British
Isles,” when slides owned by the Belfast
The Story Hour
schools will be shown.
House Committee.
will be under the auspices of the Belfast
THE Weather.
Thursday, Jan. 1st, Free Library, assisted by Mr. Z. D. Hartv*as a dark day, when
lights were neces- shorn. The first lecture will be read by
sary a greater part of the time.
The Miss Annie L. Barr, librarian, subsetemperature ran from 20 to 34 above and
quent programs to be conducted by Mrs.
there was a damp mist over
everything. Geo. C. Bossom and others who have
Friday gave us an improvement in weathtravelled extensively.
er conditions followed
by a falling temBert L. Davis, president of the Belfast
perature Saturday. On Sunday morning
the thermometer recorded 10 below in Chamber of Commerce, addressed the
the morning and it did not go above six members at their meeting last Friday
and outlined his policies for the coming
during the day.
He urged continuing the trips into
Mrs. Rose Pike, who has been ill a^ year.
the towns of the county as they did last
her rooms on Cross street since the refall, and said by this method much had
cent poisoning affair, was taken to the
been and would be accomplished. Presi-'
Bangor Hospital last week for treatment.
dent Davis also announced the following
She was accompanied to Bangor by the
committees:
public health nurse, Miss Sadie NickerNew Industries, Mayor C. W. Wescott,
who
had
been
after
her
son,
looking
here. chairman, Herbert H. Stevens, R. L.
City Marshal Knowlton notified Camden Cooper, Linwood B. Thompson, V. A.
authorities ot the condition of Mrs. Mary Simmons; finance, Orlando E. Frost,
A. Bramhall, T. Frank
Martin of that town, who had been here chairman, Ralph
Parker, Maine Hills, John R. Dunton;
for several weeks with Mrs Pike.
advertising, James H. Howes, chairman,
Boy SCOUTS.
Extensive plans are Wilson Ellis, H. H Coombs, Irving T.
E.
now underway
among the Scouts for Dinsmore, H. C. Buzzell; rooms, C.
making the national tenth anniversary Read, Dr. F. S. Graves, Harold S. Mcof the founding of Boy Scouts oi Ameri- Keen; farmers’ co-operation, Morris L.
ca a grand success.
The national officers Slugg, L. A. Payson, R. H. Howes, C. B
have called all subordinate officers to Holmes, R. D. Southworth: scheming,
action, urging all to give their best ef- W. K. Keene, E. L Harding, N. A. Read,
forts to this endeavor. The celebration M. R. Knowlton, O. J. Dickey; memberwill take place Feb. 8th to 14th. The ship, W. L. West, F. E. Bramhall, W. L.
principal idea “a good turn daily” among Luce, C. A. Rackliffe, A. P. Goodhue.
the “grown-ups” as well as among the
The regular monthly meeting of the
Scouts. Sunday, Feb. 8th, will be observed throughout the churches as Scout Public Health Comm ittee was held at the
Sunday, when all pastors will be request- Fled Cross room Monday afternoon, Jan.
ed to deliver sermons in keeping with the
5th, Mrs. Essie P. Carle, chairman, premovement.
siding. Miss Sadie Nickerson «■ reported
County Attorney Ralph I. Morse of the work for the month as follows:
this city has been appointed Waldo
County chairman of the State commit- Number of cases under care first of
tee on preparations for the Maine Cen- month, 11; number of new cases treated,
tennial Celebration to be held in Portland
10; number of readmitted cases, 2; total
June 28th to July 5th, inclusive. The
number of cases during month, 23; numBelfast committee appoin ed by Mr.
Morse includes A. P. Goodhue, Fred E. ber of cases dismissed, 8; number of cases
Ellis, Willis L. Pearson, Charles A. remaining at end of month, 15; nursing
Townsend, Leo C. Herrick, Mrs. E. P. visits, 70; infant welfare visits, 12; tuberFrost, Mrs. C. E. Read, Misses Maude E. culosis
visits, 5; office treatments, 9; sanBarker, Annie L. Barr, Katherine E.
Brier. Five members wiil be appointed itary inspection visits, 3; other visits, 6;
in each of the 25 towns in Waldo County. total, 105; number of paying patients, 6;
The entertainment committee of the number of free patients, 4; fees collected,
North Church Guild with Miss Anne M. $23 25;
postage, $1.16;
supplies and
Kittridge, chairman, is making arrange- amount deposited, $22.10. One day was
ments to give a series of oi.e-act plays
in accompanying patient to the
at the Colonial Theatre between the pic- spent
ture shows. A percentage of the pro- State Hospital, Bangor. It was voted
ceeds will be for the Guild treasury. The that the secretary procure definite inforfirst play will be given in the near future mation
regarding the four months’ speand is from the pen of that popular young
cial course to be taken by Public Health
playwright, Miss Gladys Ruth Bridgham
It was also voted that a special
of Somerville, Mass. It is an amusing aurses.
farce entitled “Not on the Program” and meeting of the Public HealtlTCommittee
will be given by. the following cast:
be held Monday afternoon, January 12th,
Vincent Fielding, a dramatic coach,
at 4 o’clock at the Red Cross room.
Morris L. Slugg
Mrs. Whitney, his pupil,
POOR’S MILLS. The Ladies’ Sewing
Miss Anne M. Kittridge Circle meets this week with Mrs. F. T.
Ophelia, her maid, Mrs. Geo. C. Trussed
Wentworth.. .Miss Strout returned from
Mrs. Jones, her neighbor across the hall,
Mrs. Basil R Aden Bradfor i last Saturday to resume her
Erastus Brown, a plumber, Bert L. Davis school duties, after a vacation of two
Hogan, an Irish policeman,
weeks....Mrs. W. E. Marsh has been visZ. D. Hartshorn
iting Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Marsh....Miss
The Women’s Alliance of the First
Parish met last Thursday with Mrs. A. E,
Wilson at ihe parsonage with 37 present.
It was voted to send ten dollars to the
Unitarian Memorial Fund, in memory of
Miss Caroline E. White.
The sum voted
for the Relief Work in Northern France,
was increased by individual subscription
to ten dollars. The paper of the day was
by Mrs J. C. Durham on “A Few Poems
of Jo in Keats.”
Mrs. Durham read extracts of his life from the Cambridge edition of his works, exhibited a fine portrait of the poet and read several selec
tions typical of his life’s work.
His
works were severely criticised at the
time of their publication, but have gradually grown in favor until today, about
100 years since his early death, he is
given by critics a place among the six
great English poets of the 19th century.

BREAD

can’t be beat. Try one Loaf and you will come
again. Made and baked under the watchful
EYE OF THE PUBLIC.

ing to be held in the Universalist church
parlor Monday at 4 p. m., when all girls
lesson will consist of

of-

ever

BELFAST, MAINE

officers will be elected at the next meet-

interested

Serge and

TRULY YOURS,

the

lieutenant.

on

Jersey Dresses.

following
Morse,
Jellison, Theora
Gross, Ruth Bradford, Margaret
Morse, Mona Burgess and Sarah Whiting. Mrs. Boom was elected captain and
Miss Olive

and Suits

positive saving of $5 to $10

a

the

rooms.

Wm.

pur-

ent.

Looking for
4-

County Commissioners

H. McIntosh is now
closing out
his stock of goods, as the store
he has
been occupying for several
on
years
Miss Amy E. Stoddard, assisted by Phoenix Row
has been sold and he will
Mrs. Evelyn C. Frost, entertained the be obliged to
vacate by the first of next
members of John Cochran Chapter, D.
month. He is unable to find a vacant
A. R., at a novel New Year’s party last store in the
city.
The entertainment
Monday evening.
Orrin J. Dickey, assistant
inspector
was original and consisted of six sections
general of the Odd Fellows of
Maine,
one for each evening in the week and
completed the inspection of the uniformincluded several
surprises and many
ed organization with his visit to
VinalThe feature for Satur lay
pleasures.
haven Dec. 31st. He was
accompanied
was
refreshments
as
disguised
evening
by Capt. William M. Estes of Canton
It was one of the most sonumber for sale is limited
chase is advisable.

Does this Interest You?
^re you

I

and messages by Mrs. Neva Merrithew.
All will be made welcome.

he held Monday and Wedfoings and there is still an opto register.
I Merrithew.
I

■

services next

Sunday at G A. R. Hall at 2.30 and 7.30
Sermon and messages by Annie
p. m.
B. Carter, special music by Mrs. Ed.
Frisbee and Mrs. Merrithew of Swanville

350,000
Pendleton received a
lav announcing the death
r-in-iaw, Horace Trundy of
■

Spiritualist

There will be

The News ot ‘Belfast

Dresses

Our stock is always new {and up-to-the-minute in
style, workmans tip and material.
And at this time you will find exceptional values in the
above articles. With thespring
season close at hand we must make room on
our racks for this new stock, and therefore it will be greatly to your advantage to let us show
you the prices on the stock
that is now on our rack£

special business. He addressed
the local physicians on the special laws
controlling social diseases and advised a
public clinic for the care of them.
The Traveler’s Club will meet next
Tuesday afternoon with Mrs. James H.
House, 319-3
Howes. The program will be: paper,
The Conqueror, Mrs. Howes; paper, Up
the Hudson to Albany, Mrs. Craig; reading, Men, Women and Manners in ColoGeorge L. Slipp started
nial Times, Mrs. J. R. Dunton.
Monday his
electnc power mill on what
is known as
Company F of the Third Maine regithe Monroe wood lot.
He expects to get ment has installed a new furnace for use
out a valuable lot of
lumber in a short in the club room, in the annex of the Artime.
The room has been comfortably
mory.
The North Church
Guild will hold a furnished, and will be much appreciated
New Year’s party at
the home of Mrs. Dy the members of tne company. The
Belle Trussell next
Monday evening. members of the auxiliary, also, are eligiMrs. Mabel Weshe and
Miss Esther ble to the club.
Evans will be assistant
Miss Edna Hopkins, accompanied by
hostesses.
Harold S. Webb, sub-master
the following members of her Sunday
of the B.
H. S.p with his
family, have taken apart- school class of the Baptist church, spent
ments in the Calvin
Pilley house opposite last Saturday afternoon the guests of
the post office.
They have been living in Miss Helen Morris: Doris Collins, Eleathe Parker house on
nor Talbot, Mildred Talbot,'Myrtle
Church street.
Carey,
Bertha Thompson, Viola Richards, Ruth
Miss Cathleen M. Colcord is
employed
Mildred Ness and Rovine Trask.
as clerk in the office
of County Agent Ring,
A picnic lunch was served and a delightNorman S. Donahue in his new
office in
ful visit reported.
the Court House,
formerly used by the
Grand Jury, who now convene in
A troop of Girl Scouts was organized at
on

BERT L. DAVIS
Tel.—Store, 223-12

Sample Shop

1

$1000 Insurance

on

$1000 Insurance

on

I

At this small cost

MAURICE W.

There was a large attendance at the
parish supper followed by the annual
meeting of the Universalist church Tuesday evening. The following were elected: standing committee, Dr. Foster C.
Small, Judge Maurice W. Lord, Eiijah
Ritchie, Mrs. Charles Bradbury, Mrs.
George W. Frisbee; collector, Mrs. Cecil
Clay; treasurer, L. J. Pottle; clerk, Chas.
The church enters

Johnson.

another year under most favorable
ditions.

con-

has been coaching for several months
and who played their first game in the

Armory last Thursday evening with the
Brooks High school team.
The referees
Salter

were

Brooks.

boys

The

was an

Belfast

of

and

Lane

of

victory for the Belfast

easy

one

with

a

score

of 49

to 9.

Lothrop If 6 (1)
Vaughan rf 7

rb Quimby
lb Poole

Branford c 4
Matthews lb 2
Hollis lb
Smalley rb 5
Buzzell rb

you afford not to be

c

Ryder

fire should

come

Mrs. Essie P.

amply protected !

Suppose

tonight!

LORD, Hayford Block, Belfast

The World's Greatest Musical

Instrument
There are innumerable ways to get pleasure out
of this life, but
the greatest pleasure is that which carries
with it education and upl‘ft
1S nothmg in the world
you can get more out of than
MUSIC, if you area music-lover.

T,here

And there is no reproducer of music like the
VICTROLA for satisfying every musical desire.
It is absolutely supreme in its
sphere.
Who does not like to hear the
stirring military marches played by
the world’s best bands, such as
Sousa’s, the United States’ Marine,
Pryor’s and Conway’s? And these ARE the world’s best.
And again, who does not delight in
listening to such artists as
Alma Gluck, and John McCormick sing the
old-time ballads as no
one else can sing them?
These you

can

tions,
more

hear where and when you will
hear as well, the best

the VICTROLA
dance
quartets, in fact the very best of every kind of music. What

and more, you
can

we

can

on

organizal

orchestras,

say?

rf McKinley 2
If Boulter 2 (1)

WILLIAM L. LUCE, INC

The next game is scheduled to be played
with Searsport at Searsport Jan. 9th.

BELFAST,

,

MAINE

Carle of this city has

been appointed the Waldo County member of the womans’ advisory board of
the Republican party by Frank J. Ham,
Chairman of the State Committee. Mrs.

How is it With You?

Carle has been tor years one of Belfast’s
brightest business women.
For some
time she was with her late husband,
John Carle, later she was the senior

Are you building up a reserve which will provide comfort and be a source of strength when you require it?

member in the firm of Carle & Jones and
is at present proprietor of her own dry
and fancy goods store, one of the best in
this section of Maine. She has for years
been

identified with
the Universalist
church and its societies. She always
gives liberally to all charities and has
irom the beginning Deen an ollicer ol the
Associated Charities.
She was promi-

nent in the Red Cross society during war
is now chairman of the
Belfast Public Health Nurse Committee.

work this week after a short vacation....
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Thompson and fam-

She
is

was one

of the charter members and

ex-president of the Belfast Woman’s Club, often attending the State Fed-

ily spent New Years day with friends in
Swanville... Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Hartshorn and Mr. and Mrs. Lester Wilson

an

eration of Women’s Clubs as their delegate. She has been prominent in Prim-

in Belmont last

rose

Tuesday....All are glad to know that our
old neighbor, J. F. Sheldon, is gaining
after his recent operation and hope to see
him out again soon....The officers of Riverside Grange were very ably installed by
Brother Brewster of Mystic Grange, assisted by Brother and Sister Paul of Honesty Grange, Morrill. A fine supper was
served....The farmers here are harvesting
their ice this week.

upon

Principal Harry A. Foster of the B. H.
S. is highly complimentary of the ability
of the pupils in the basket ball team he

activities and

Grange

can

a

E.

"

Pro rata for greater or less amounts.
Above rates are for within hydrant limits.

Beth Jackson has returned to her home
in Liberty....Alfred Dutch returned to his

attended Pomona

Household Furniture, 3 years, $10.50
Frame Dwellings, 3 years,
10.00

Chapter, O. E. S., and has just coma successful term as their worthy

pleted

For years she had been a director of the Waldo County General HosWith these advantages and an
pital.

This is the season of the year to give these matters

consideration.

AN ACCOUNT IN THIS

URGE NATIONAL BANK
assures

absolute protection and guaranteed safety.

First National Granite Bank
OF

AUGUSTA, MAINE

LOST
A pair of tortoise shell gold bowed
spectacles on last Sunday night somewhere between 56 Cedar street and the
Methodist Church. Please leave at Poor’s
Drug Store and receive a reward.
ANNIE M. FROST.

TO

LET

A small house

painted inside.

newly papered and
Inquire of

DR. 0. S. VICKERY.

matron.

ardent

desire

to

Maine receive lull

have

the

women

of

suffrage, she will be a
fine representative of the city and county

I

suffragists.

For Sale
Singer Sewing Machine
in good condition at reasonable price.
2tf
Apply at Journal Office.

Wants nursing in Belfast and surrounding country. Apply to
ANNIE CAMPBELL,
lw2*
161 Main St., Balfast, Me.

The

WORLD’S BIGGEST
NITRATE PLANT

First,

Last and

in Alabama

Factory

Built

in

The Pembertons were a queer family;
loved books. Each member read

they all

ALL SPEED RECORDS BROKEN
Could Supply 13 Per Cent of
Allies’ Needs Had War
Continued.

and their families. At the same time
revealed one of the chief reasons

Is

why Germany suddenly surrendered

a

year ago. The German high command
knew that the United States was
ready at Muscle Shoals, Alabama, to
of all the
high explosives needed by all the Allied armies on all fronts in the expected drive of the following spring.
The first person on construction
cent

on

No-

26, 1917. On February 16,
1918, ground was first broken for a
On Octopermanent plant building.
ber 26, 1918, eight months and eight
days later, the manufacturing plant
had begun the production of ammonium nitrate.
vember

When America entered the world
war in April, 1917, she had no means
of producing the enormous quantities
of high explosives necessary to provide the huge army she planned to
The very fact that our indusr*ise.
tries were already worked to capacity
providing ammunition to the allies
seemed to make further production for
our

own use

impossible.

Fertilizer Process Turned to War Use.
At this juncture the Ordnance Department turned to cyanamid, a commercial fertilizer, which had for some
years been produced successfully at
Niagara Falls, by a process the American rights of which were obtained in
1907 from Germany by Frank Sherman Washburn, head of the American

Cyanamid Company.
By this process cyanamid was produced by extracting nitrogen from the
air and combining it with calcium obtained from limestone rock and carbon
from coke.
By putting cyanamid
through three more processes both ammonia and nitric acid can be extracted
from it and combined into the explosive, ammonium nitrate. Mr. Washburn was Invited to present plans and
estimates for the construction in the
shortest possible time of an ammonium
nitrate plant at Muscle Shoals, Ala
bama, and a contract between his company and tiie United States was enter
ed into under date of November 16.
1917.
To have general supervision of planning and carrying out the work an organization known a?* the Air Nitrates
Corporation was formed to act as
agent of the Ordnance Department.
This corporation provided the general
designs, supervised all the work and
operated tlie camp, the town and the
plant. It also installed all equipment
The various
In the chemical plant.
other sections of the work were sublet to organizations that were specialists in the directions in which they
were

Tt

help.
City Built From the Ground.

asked to

New

necessary to build a new
house the laborers.
For this
job Westinghouse Church Kerr Company was called in ns contractor This
company also built the buildings of the
Within four months
chemical plant.
12.000 workmen had been assembled
and a city capable of accommodating
25.000 Inhabitants bad been completed,
^wlth lodging, restaurants, stores, offices, police headquarters, schools, fire
departments, hospitals, motion picture
.^.jthenters, electric light and sewerage
was

town

±

beauty and health.

very moment Norma was curled up in an
armchair reading “The Circular Staircase.”
“I wish I was a detective,” said
Norma

as

befriendship
depends largely
upon the friendly feeling between
the women of those nations, according to representatives of the
Japanese embassy In Washington.
Tbelr theory Is that there can
be no Arm friendship between

Suddenly
bright idea. ‘To-

she shut the book.
a

nations unless the women of
those two countries know and
like one another, as co-operation
between nations, as In the state
and In the family. Is based on cooperation between men and wo-

morrow night is Christmas Eve and I
will detect Santa Claus, why not?” she
Norma did not look much like
thought.

to

men.

pink bow and her large dark eyes full of
fun. But sure enough there she was in
front of the fireplace in the parlor where
Baby Margaret’s stockings and her own
She had
were hung on Christmas Eve.
crept down stairs in her nightgown, when
her father and mother thought she was
asleep and had hid behind the screen so
she could see through the carvings and
yet could not be seen. It seemed a long

Soon, however,

she heard them come
down stairs again. They were coming
into the parlor.
Norma drew closer behind the screen.
Yes! They were going

stockings!

She

saw

break-

Mrs. Frank L. Brooks has returned to
Warren, R. I., after an interesting visit in Belfast and vicinity. Mrs.
Brooks was formerly Miss Lillian Clark
j
of East
Belfast, the daughter of Hannah Davis Clark formerly of
Liberty,
and the stepdaughter of Andrew Nason
Patterson. She attended the Belfast High
school, later graduated from the Castine
Normal school and taught in this vicinity
several years before her marriage to Rev.
Frank L. Brooks, who has preached for 37
years in the Methodist parishes of four
of the New England States.
They lost
their younger son, Harold
Eugene Brooks,
in the influenza epidemic Dec.
29, 1918.
He was a young man of unusual
promise
and artistic ability. He left a wife and
two children. Their older
son, Frank
Ormond Brooks, is in business in Monu-

I shall

ment

her head that way and see the hand.
Norma had been cold while waiting and
so had put on her father’s “auto gloves”
which had been lying on the table. So
when her mother looked she saw stretch-

ing from behind the screen a man’s hand
in a glove or so it seemed to her mother.
“Oh! oh! there is someone behind the

screen,” screamed her mother. Norma,
much frightened, withdrew her hand and
wriggled under the sofa, so when her
father looked there

nothing
the screen.
The next morning at
fast Mrs. Pemberton said, “Now,
call up the police station on the
about that hand I saw last night.”
breakfast

“Mother,

Norma

was

ran

to

Mr. and Mrs. Frank L. Brooks

her mother

put a red, white and blue ball in Baby
Margaret's stocking and a pink someNorma was so exthing in her own.
cited she forgot to hide.
She stretched
out one hand without thinking it could
be seen outside the screen.
But at that
moment her mother happened* to turn

her

behind

her home in

Beach, Mass.,

summers

’phone Florida winters.
Mr. Brooks was for
After
eight

mother.

know that hand you sawlast night?” “Well that was my hand
in papa’s glove. I was playing detective;
you

I

1

■

1

and

years

in
the

to

Mansfield, Mass., Methodist
left a short time, ago much to

the regret of his
parish, to take up
work with the
Warren, R. I., church.
He has to his credit in Mansfield a unique

was detecting Santa
Claus,” explained
Norma, “and you ain’t very angry, are and home-like church edifice of which he
you mother?”
Angry? No, dear, but is the architect and builder, and conI don’t understand, do you mean you tributed labor to the amount of $1,536.
were behind the screen, Norma?”
“Yes, He also found time to write a 130 page
mama, and this is the first, last and only history of “Methodism in Mansfield,”
time 1 shall be a detective,” said Norma which is very neatly printed and bound.
He is always active in all works
firmly.
relating
to Christian citizenship.
Mrs. Brooks has been his loyal assistant
State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
in all church
Lucas County, ss.
activities, is prominent in
W. C. 1. U. work, and care of the
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he
needy
is senior partner of the lirm of F. J. and poor of his parishes and townspeople.
As a testimonial to her efficient work
[ Cheney & Co., aoing business in the City among the
poor at Cape Cod she was
of Toledo, County and Stale aforesaid,

and that said firm will pay the sum of
HUNDRED DOLLARS for each

[ONE
and

every case of Catarrh that cannot be
cured bv the use of HALL’S CATARRH
MEDICINE.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed in
my presence, this 6th day of December,
A D. 1886.
A. W. GLEASON.
(Seal)
Notary Public.
Hall’s Catarrh Medicine is taken internally and acts through the Blood on
the Mucous Surfaces of the System. Send
for testimonials, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by all druggists, 75.
Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.

BOYS’ AND GIRLS’ CLUBS.
That there is in boys’ and girls’ club
work substantia] proiit, as well as pleasure, experience and lessons in self-reliance, is shown by State Leader Ralph P.
Mitchell’s report of agricultural club

given

of Darius Cobb’s most celebrated paintings “The
Madonna,” by its
owner, tne late George A. Gardner of
Boston.
The Madonna is a close second
one

to Mr. Cobb’s “The
be worth $100,000.

Master,”

now

said to

1

■

«
<

They Win You On Quality*

understand one another, the women of the two nations must
learn to play together, to study
together and to think together.
The Y. W. C. A. Is one of the
best mediums for bringing about
this friendship between the two
nations, according to diplomatic
representatives of Japan, as that
organization Is teaching Japanese
women recreation, showing them
how to enjoy out-of-door life and
It Is particularly necessports.
sary that Japanese women learn
to enjoy and appreciate recreatlon, they say, since the great
Influx of women Into Industry
and business, as Japanese wo-

■

■

■

■

■

Came/s

■

■

ommend

■

or

Jan.

this

office supply or

Give Camels the stiffest tryout, then
compare them with any cigarette in
the world at any price for qua’ity,
^ flavor, satisfaction. No matter
\ how liberally you smoke

war.

The T. W. C. A. has been assured the fullest possible co-operation of the Japanese embassy
and the Japanese people In making Its “World Service program”
for three million dollars to be
used for women and girls In the
United States, India. China, Japan, South America, Egypt, SI-.
heria, the Near East and Mexico

“

Young women students from fortyfour states and nine countries—China,
the Philippine Islands, France, Bulgaria, Holland, Russia, Armenia, Canada
are registered In the
and Mexico
National Training School of the Young
Women’s Christian Association in New
York.
They are studying methods of Y. W.
C. A. work with a view to taking up
positions in Y. W. C. A. work either in
this country or in other of the countries where the Y W, C. A. is carrying
on, opening and ex-'-md’ng its work.

Belfast

|

CENTER MONTVILLE.
Mr. and Mrs. C.
and Mrs.

E.

B.

A. Bean visited Mr.
Bean in Thorndike re-

cently.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Weeks, who have
been guests of Mr. and Mrs. R. O. Mason,
have gone to Jefferson.
Mr. and Mrs. E. O. Clement and C. H.
Clement of Pittsfield were recent guests
of Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Ramsay.

Ray Bartlett with Mrs. Lois and Mrs.
Edith Bartlett of Appleton were Christmas guests
of J. W. Wentworth and
family.

People

Kidneys.
No kidney ailment is unimportant.
Don’t overlook the slightest backache or
urinary irregularity.
Nature may be
warning you of approaching dropsy,
gravel or Bright’s disease. Kidney disease is seldom fatal if treated in
time,
but neglect may pave the way. Don’t
neglect a lame or aching back another
day. Don’t ignore di:zy spells, headaches,
weariness or depression. If you feel you
need kidney help begin using the reliable,
time-tried remedy, Doan’s Kidney Pills.
For 50 years, Doan’s have been found
effective. Endorsed by Belfast people.
Mrs. Anne L. Durham, 15 Park St.,
Belfast, says: ‘‘I suffered for many years
from kidney trouble and couldn’t find
anything to relieve|me until I used Doan’s
Doan’s Kidney Pills, which I procured at
the City Drug Store. My feet became
swollen and burned.
I bathed them in
warm water, which gave me only tempo1 had dizzy spells at times
rary relief.
when everything blurred before my eyes,
affecting my sight and I had to wear
glasess. Doan’s Kidney Pills gave me
relief from the firs-t and six boxes of this
medicine cured me.”

Out of accumulated capital have arisen all the successes
of industry and applied science, all the comforts and ameliorations of the common lot. Upon it the world must depend
for the processol reconstruction in which all have to snare.
-JAMES J. HILL

The Successful Farmer
Raises

Price fiOc. at aii dealers. Don’t simply
ask for a kidney remedy—get Doan’s
Kidney Pills—the same that Mrs. Durham had.
Foster-Milburn Company,
Mfgrs., Buffalo, N Y.

and

Good

ST’S UNWISE
to put off

to-day’a duty until

and at least a modus vivendi devised.
But to differ with Mr. Johnson was to
make an enemy of him.”

courage

to-

If your stomach it
acid-disturbed take
morrow.

IjShootinf Ettdi

2P*

k

JWJES COLD TABLETS
GUARANTEED

WHAT NONSENSE

prosperity.

But the success of agriculture depends
the growth of railroads—the modern
beasts of burden that haul the crops to
the world’s markets.

the

new

aid to digestion comfort

A pleasant relief from
the discomfort of acid-dyspepsia.

tOtla'Jm

MACE BY SCOTT & BOWNE
MAKERS OF SCOTT’S EMULSION

The railroads—like the farms—increase
their output and cut down unit costs by
the constant investment of new capital.

__

Albert E. Andrews

With fair prices for the work they do,
the railroads are able to attract new capital
for expanding their facilities.

Rates high enough to yield

fair return
will insure railroad growth, and prevent
costly traffic congestion, which invariably
results in poorer service at higher cost.

Lothrop
Building

National wealth

“For two months I never went in our
a rat.
One night in bed I
smelled fire. Sure enough the rat had
heen nibbling at the matches. If I hadn’t
acted promptly my house would have
been burned. Later we found the dead
rat. RAT-SNAP killed it. It’s great
Btuff.’’ Three sizes, 25c, 50c, SI.00. Sold
and guaranteed by A. A. Howes & Co.,
Hall-EUis Co., and City Drug Store.

cellar, fearing

can

a

increase only

as our

railroads grow.
Poor

price.

railroad service

is dear at any
No growing country can long pay

the price
facilities.

of

inadequate transportation

Dhifr advertisement i& publi shed by the
Slddociatioa 'ojdlaihvaij (bwcutiveJL

City National Bank

To suffer with Piles! Your grandparents
used MEADER’S SALVE. Good for all
skin diseases. Costs but 25c. Samples
free at A. A. Howes & Co.’s, Belfast,
Maine. No other place to get it. THERE
IS NO SUBSTITUTE.

prices for the farmers’ crops ennew investment, more production

on

grip

take

down costs by investment in

and greater

WHEREAS,

The

cuts

Bigger Crops

labor-saving machinery.

was

I__

or

N. C.

Should Not Neglect Their

Police of foreclosure

cold

Winston-Salem,

A STITCH IN TIME.

Colonial Theatre

a

tire

Y. W. C. A. TRAINS WOMEN.

DENTIST

signs of

not

R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO.

I

success.

Dr A. M.

At first

Camels they will
your taste!

Real Fstate-Timberlands

|gS

un-

generous measure. You will prefer this Camel
blend to either kind of tobacco smoked straight!

The above appears on page 34, Vol. V,
systems.
Their total costs of produc- go to Los Angeles, Calif., where she will of Woodrow
Wilson’s “History of the
The construction of the plant proper $60,429.49.
tion, including a fixed charge per hour visit her sisters.
was begun on February 10, 1018.
Just
American People,”
for their own labor, were $37,047.82; toeight months and eight days later the
A very pleasant surprise party was
“The Farmer’s Worst Enemy—Rats. The
tal net profits, $28,381.67.
big plant began a steady output of amgiven Mrs. S. W. Newcomb on her birthWITH CHAPIN FARM AGENCY
The plant contains
monium nitrate.
Farmer’s Best Friend—Rat-Snap.**
The results by projects were as follows:
Dec. 29th.
The evening was spent
day
113 permanent buildings, with a roof Sweet
R
0(
MS 6-7 CCD MUCKS’ BLOCK
corn, 147 enrolled, value of prod- with games and music. Refreshments
These are the words of James Baxter,
area of over 20 acres.
ucts $7,198 03, cost of production $3,220*58, of pop corn, ice cream and cage
tf30
Telephone 16-12
“Ever since l tried RAT-SNAP I
were N. J.:
To provide the electric current It
net proiit $3,977.65; flint corn, 27 enrolled, served.
Those present were. Mr. and have always kept it in the house. Never
was necessary to build a steam power
product value $1,213.05, cost $631.84, profit Mrs. Frank Toothaker, Mrs. Geo. B. Dy- fails. Used about $3 00 worth of RATelectric plant, for it would have taken
SNAP ay .ar and figure it saves me $300
three years or more to complete the $581.20; potatoes, 124 enrolled, value $14,- er, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Elms, Mr. and in
chicks, eggs and feed. RAT-SNAP is
cost
dam and hydro-electric station now un442.39,
$6,160 45, profit $8,281'. 94; Mrs. Fred Toothaker, Mr. and Mrs. Ray- convenient, just break up cake, no mixThis
built
the
J.
der way.
G.
plant,
by
gardens, 413 enrolled, value $4,340.54, i mond B. Dyer, Mr. and Mrs. Everett L. ing with other food.” Three sizes, 25c,
White Corporation, is one of the larg50c, $1.00. Sold and guaranteed by A.
cost $1,971.61, profit $2,368.93; canning,
for
| Hamilton, Mr. and Mrs. Meryyn Perry, A. Howes & Co., Hall-Ellis Co., and City
est steam plants
developing elec- 600
value $19,624.94 cost $14,enrolled,
Mr
Levi
Mrs.
Fannie
Drug Store.
Campbell,
Stimptrical energy in the world.
|
IELEFHONE 336-3
158.15, profit $5,466.79; poultry, 159 en" ! son and Miss Carrie Newcomb. At a
27tf
TIk output of the plant is 300 tons of
In view of the charges of William G.
ammonium nitrate a day, and this can j rolled, value $4,691.27, cost $2,694.41, late hour all departed for their homes
McAdoo
1
that the bituminous coal operprofit $1,996.86; pigs, 254 enrolled, value after wishing Mrs. Newcomb
be ]►reduced at Muscle Shoals at a cost
many more ators have made “shocking” profits and
less than one-half the standard fixed : $8,919 27, cost $8,210.98, profit $708.29.
in
view
of
the statement of Secretary of
happy birthdays.
Henry L Eld idge of Winterthe Treasury Glass who has had access to
price paid by the Government for amport. by his mortgage deed dated the
monium
nitrate produced by other
the income tax returns that “fabulous” eighth day of June, 1912, and recorded in
profits were made, Congress may con- Waldo County Registry oi Deeds. Book 295,
methods and one-fourtli to one-fifth the
Page SOI, conveyed to me, John Philbrook, of
clude to look into the facts as to coal
cost of other high explosives of equal
saiil Winterport, h certain parcel of real esitself.
profits
strength.
Comparer with the older
tate in Winterport, in the County of Waldo
and bounded as follows:
process of making ammonium nitrate,
Widely Separated
Beginning on the east side of the County
the savings made by this plant would
^
road leading
from Winterport Village
to
have paid the .$(*»() 000,000 cost of the
Two sons of Er n were talking together. Hampden at the northwest corner of land for- |
|
entire plant in about one and one-half
“And so your name is O’Hare,” said one. merly of Charles W. Grant; thence easterly
by said land formerly of said Grant to the
years of operation.
“Are yez related to Patrick O’Hare?”
As a military weapon it is one of the
“Very distantly,” said the other. “I Pent hscol River; thei ce northerly by said
Penobscot River to lano of Ropcoe L Clemwas me molher’s first child and Patrick
wisest and most economical expendiente; thence westerly by land of said Clemwas the 13th.”—Everybody’s Magazine.
tures that the Ordnance Depart mem
ents to the road; thence
southerly by said road
to the place of beginning,
has undertaken. As an agent in stop
teing the same
premires deeded JoBeph L Eldridge by John
ping the war and as a future protecR Nickerson. by deed recordtd in Waldo Countion to the country its value is incnlcu
ty Registry of Deeds, liook 206, Psge 266.
lable.
And whereas the condition of sslu
OK BELFAST
mortgage
has been broken:
The annual meeting of the stockholders
therefore, bv reason of the breach of
Now,
of the City National Bank of Belfast for the condition
thereof, I claim a foreclosure of
the choice of directors and the transac- said mortgage p
tion of any other business that may legalDated the twenty-fourth day of December
LOOK FOR
JOHN PHILBROOK.
ly come before them, will be held at their 1819THE RED BALL
banking rooms on Tuesday, Jan. 13, 1920,
TRADE MARK
at 10 o’clock a. m.
Mrs. Bowen Tells Hew Rats Almost
C. W. WESCOTT, President
Burned Her House Down.
Dec.
Belfast,
8, 1919—5w50

li firearms $Ammunition M

any

smooth and mild, but have that desirabie fullbody and certainly hand out satisfaction in

for the home
when you travel.

carton

formerly so conservative,
are going into business and doing
things which they had
many
never thought of doing before the

a

or

Camels are made of an expert blend of choice
Turkish and choice Domestic tobaccos and are

sold everywhere in

cigarettes;

■

WEST BELFAST

Monday,

are

scientifically sealed packages of 20
or ten packages (200
cigarettes) in a glassine-papercovered carton. We strongly rec-

■

men,

“It

Mrs. Fred Toothaker left

_

■

Mrs. Brooks not only relieves the tem-‘
On Dec. 27th Lewis, the six-year-old
porai needs of the unfortunate but she is son of Percy Knowlton, fell and broke
a nurse as
well, and cares for tiieir bodily his right arm. Dec. 28th Mr. Knowlton
wants as well as their
spiritual needs. slipped and fell, breaking his right leg
While in Belf st recently she enjoyed above the ankle.
visits to the scenes of her childhood and
J. W. Wentworth having declined to
called on many of her former school- serve as Master of Union Harvest Grange
Chester B. Cushman has been re-elected.
mates.
Officers will be installed the evening of
It is the sincere wish of their
Belfast Jan. 10th, weather permitting.
friends that many years may be
given
Rev. and Mrs. Brooks to
carry on their
EX-PRESIDENT JOHNSON.
unusual work.

After a short visit with
5, for Boston.
her brother, W. T. Newcomb, she will

unpleasant cigaretty after-taste
pleasant cigaretty odor!

■

■

impossible to come to an understanding with Mr. Johnson. A more
moderate, more approachable, more saMiss Sabra B. Dyer left recently for gacious, less headstrong man might by
conference have hit upon some plan by
Boston after spending a few days with
work in Maine for the year 1919.
which his differences with the leaders in
her
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Geo.
B.
parents,
club
The 2049
members who completed
Dyer. Congress would have been accomodated

their projects, and submitted financial
statements and stories of their work, had
a
total season’s production valued at

Your enjoyment of Camels will be very great
because their refreshing flavor and fragrance
and mellowness is so enticingly different. You
never tasted such a
cigarette! Bite is eliminated and there is a cheerful absence of any

■

—

pastor of the

church and

■

Therefore, If Japan and Amerlca are to have a real, lasting
friendship, to really know and

boon to women, because they regulate the functions of all these organs
without any irritation or disagreeable effect.

are a

time to the little detective before she
heard her mother and father go up stairs.

to the

1

two

detective in her pretty pink dreBS with
her long dark curls fastened with a big

Lifting the ban of war secrecy has
Just now brought to light for the first
time one of the most stupendous feats
of construction In history—the planning and building in less than one year
of the largest ammonium nitrate plant
In the world and of a city around It
for the housing of its 25,000 workmen

work reached Muscle Shoals

At this

International
nations

tween

a

By GARRET SMITH.

per

Mother

Pemberton read novels, Baby Margaret
read picture books and Norma (age

she seemed to have

manufacture 13

books,

Diplomat 8aya Men
Alone Cannot Create International Friendliness.

Japanese

to every woman, but
health is vitally important.
Attention to liver, kidneys
and bowels will improve

Father Pem-

particular kind of book.

NATIONAL FRIENDSHIPS
DEPEND UPON WOMANKIND

a

twelve) read detective stories.

Eight Months.

Beauty
is
Blessing
good

By Kate E. Rose.

a

Explosives

Time

Norma Was A Detective.

berton read architectural

Mammoth

Only

Those desiring information concerning the railroad situation mag obtain literature bg rcriting to 'The Associa*
tion of Railway Executives, 61 Broadway, New York.

Special Notice
We wish to inform the public that we
are doing business all the time and if you
wish to buy or sell real estate of any kind
we would be pleased to talk with you.
E. A. STROUT Farm Agency,
ROY C. FISH, Local Manager,
Room

2,

Odd Fellows’ Block,
trn

Belfast,

Me.

Dr J. C. Stephenson
DENTIST
MASONIC 1EMPLE
Telephone 223-3

ROOM 3

RHEUMATISM
Mustarlne

Subduee

the

Inflamma-

tion and Eases the Soreness

Quicker Than Anything
Elae on Earth.

Pai

only 30 cent* and get a big box of
8
Mustarlne, which la the original
mustard plaster and la made of strong,
real, yellow mustard—no substitutes are
Begy

used.

It’s known as the quickest pain killer
on earth, for In hundreds of instances
It stops headache, neuralgia,
toothache,
earache and backache in 5 minutes.
It’s a sure,
remedy—none better
for
bronchitis,
lumbago,
draw
the
and
to
inflammation from
sore feet there Is nothing so good.
ou
get real action with Mustarlne—It
goes after the pain and kills It right off
the reel.
Yes, ft burns, but it wonTt blls-

speedy

pleurisy,

?our

ter—lt doesn’t give agonising pain a slap
on the wrist.
It does give It a good healthy
punch in the jaw—it kills pain. Ask for
get Mustarlne always In the yellow

and

Lest We
Hofburg

The

Palace.

No one shall take
them from me

Forget

The following is taken from the official
report of the Meuse-Argonne battle which
lasted 47 aays and was beyond compare
the greatest ever fought by American
troops, and there have been few, if any!
coes.
greater in the history of the world. Gen.
The auditorium, from which the
Pershing in his report of Nov. 20, 1918,
steps of the grand stairway lead upward, is unique, and the foyer is said that the object was “to draw the
equally attractive, built in semi-cir- best German divisions to our front and
cular lines and extending the entire consume them.” Every available Amerilength of the facade. The ceiling is can division was thrown against the
formed in high and low graded arches,
enemy, and every available German diwith paintings by Charlemont. An in- vision was thrown in to meet them:
teresting room just tiff one of the side
The goal of the Air-corridors is used as a picture gallery; the Sedan-Mezieres
Zcnitsch.
line
of supply for the German forces on
!
opera house, erected in 1861-69, it has a collection of water colors and
If
is b ur stories high, with five front en- oil paintings of the leading actors and the major part of the western front.
this line were cut, a retirement on the
tr:u.' es and six side ones, built en- actresses from the year 1780.
is

reduced by the
peace treaty to the capital of
a
small, weak nation, but it
retains the many features that
la years past have proved attractive
Not the least of these are
to tourists.
mperial playhouses and palaces.
11. upying a full square block on the
us ltingstrasse In Vienna stands
f:;
tii.- imperial opera house. Two bronze
fir:.; s, symbolic of music, adorn the
left anfl right wings of the building,
and the ornamental candelabrae
f:
tit.ntrance were designed by Fritz

VIENNA

framed

In open pillars, colonial In
style. On the left and right wings are
small balconies for promenaders who
can get views of the wonderful fres-

t.rely of white stone.

It is of VeneEx-Emperor’s City Palace.
style, principally of the RenaisJust off the Ringstrasse lies the Hofst.:i
period, with a mixture of French burg, or city palace of the ex-emperor
'lecture of the same time,
of Austria. Passing through massive
a.
hirectly on the main avenue is a Doric columns, which were constructed
> above the entrance over which by Peter von Hobile in 1821-24, admisvc arches, each having a statue
sion is gained to the “Place of Herenowned musician. At the ex- roes,” outside the castle ward. A new
sides, slightly higher, are two wing was here added in 1S87-94, com-sing bronze figures seated upon pleted as late as 1907. Further on toward the eastern side of the grounds
■s depicted
from
Tile Magic is the Heldenplat, where two exquisite
form frescoes in the loggia. monuments stand, the largest in the
r
is resplendent in a color capital. That on the left is of I’rince
of red and gold. Many heavy Eugene.
The base of the statue is
doors lead into the foyer, some of white marble, and the- middle secImped with red plush curtains. tion is carved in niches, with four
marble mantelpiece stands at black marble inscribed slabs between.
a], with a carved and gilded Above is the figure of X’rince Eugene
on a rearing horse.
Beneath are supoiling is ornamented by rare porting figures of women holding gari-gs: at the sides are busts of lands, with crowns upon their beads.
os.
The walls are enriched
The equestrian monument of Archmaths of flowers and fruit chis- duke Charles stands opposite. This is
slnne, making a decidedly bril- a tribute to the man who defeated
oving against a black marble Napoleon at Aspern, and his dress is
ground.
strongly significant of that period. A
auditorium, one of the finest large flag is clenched in the hands of
lom
abroad, was finished by the archduke and shields and wreaths
mil, while the drop curtain used of iron form a footstool beneath.
operas was painted by LaufAscending a winding, massive white
r. that for tragic purposes, being stoop, the visitor is led to the interior
d by Raid. Tile imperial box is
of a section of the palace set aside for
i in the center, with a seating visitors. After gaining entrance to the
of two dozen persons, for the lobby, guards approach with slippers
mily and guests of nobility. made of a carpet material, and each
slightly beyond the other person is expected to protect the floors
soars the Austrian seal and of the imperial Hofburg by wearing
tl

■

■

me

same

over ms

snoes.

This large room is rich in simplicity
Magnificent Imperial Theater.
ml Theater, on the Lowel- and lighted by a chandelier of rare
:
:ion of the Ringstrasse, is
value, which drops very low from the
gaiti’ent. The exterior has ceiling, suspended by bronze chains
r i'imeilra, Don Juan, Palstaff attached to
protruding claws, while the
I! mswurst.
The surrounding lights of singular and innumerable
'Main the busts of poets.
electric candles are held in place by
lire of singular note is the the hands of angels.
Low chairs in
si. irease of
100 steps.
Tall bench form with rose colored velvet
the base and head illuminate seats and guilded backs hug the walls
i" ascent, and the sides are in circular fashion.
■

■

—

I love my

My comforters in adversity, my wise
counselors when problems vex.
Companions of my loneliness

whole front would be forced. This retirement would include, moreover, evacuation of the Briey iron fields, which the
Germans had been using to great advantage to supplement their iron supply. The
defense of the positions threatened was
therefore of such importance as to warrant the most desperate measures for resistance.
When the engagement was
evidently impending, the commander of
the German Fifth Army sent word to his
forces calling on them for unyielding resistance and pointing out that defeat in
this engagement might mean disaster for
the fatherland.
On the lirst day, the 2btn ot sepiemoer,
and the next day or two after that, the
lines were considerably advanced. Then
the resistance became more stubborn.
Each side threw in more and more of its
man power until there were no more reserves.
Many German divisions went
into action twice, and not a few three

and sharers of my happy hours.
Their friendliness has made me feel
more kindly toward
my fellow men.

They have made this old world

Imperial Opera

F'SH TAGGED AND RELEASED
sity

1

of

Making Study

Wisconsin

Professor

of Habits and Do-

ings of Various Species.
hundred fish in Lake Mendota,
Wix., now wear identification
the gills, placed there by Prof,
u se of the University of Wis"olngy department, in the
of investigations which he is
"ii for the United States bufisheries.
I perch, carp, gar and bass
"b‘d among the 300 fish which
I'enrse has caught, tagged and
1
after a few scales had been
V with each fish’s record.
n who catch
tagged fish reui to him to aid his
investiga-

r‘•

1

iln fisheries problems which
"iyinir are: Why certain spefish are abundant in some lond not in others;
why a cer-

!

:

House.

tain kind of fish may reach maximum
size in one body of water, but remain
small in another, how many fish a
body of water may support.
About 1,000 fish were tagged two
years ago, but so few were returned
that it was thought that the tags
placed on fins were lost. A new tug
to be placed on the gill was therefore
devised. A few scales of each tagged
fish are preserved because the fish's
age may be determined from the rings
on the scales.
Doctor Pearse has gathered much information in t!y last five years concerning the habitats, foods, habits and
best growing conditions of fresh-water
fish.

I love my
no one
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month of October the attrition went on.
Foot by foot American troops pushed
back the best of the German divisions.
On November 1 the last stage of the offensive began. The enemy power began
to break. American troops forced their
Toway to the east bank of the Meuse.
ward the north they made even more
rapid progress and in seven days reached
the outskirts of Sedan and cut the SedanMezieres Railroad, making the German
line untenable.
In the meantime (October 2 to 28) our
Second and Thirty-sixth Divisions had
been sent west to assist the French, who
were advancing in Champagne beside our
drive in the Argonne. The liaison detachment between the two armies was
for a time furnished by the Ninety-second
Division.
In some ways the Meuse-Argonne offers an interesting resemblance to the
Battle of the Wilderness, fought from
May 5 to 12, 1864, in the Civil War. Both
were fought over a terrain covered with
tangled woods and underbrush. The Wilderness was regarded as a long battle,
marked by slow progress, against obstinate resistance, with very h avy casualties. Here the similarity ends. The
Meuse-Argonne lasted six times as long
Twelve
as the Battle of the Wilderness.
times as many American trucps were engaged as were on the Union side. They
used in the action ten times as many
guns and fired about one hundred times
as many rounds of artillery ammunition.
The actual weight of the ammunition
fired Was greater than that used by the
Union forces during the entire Civil War.
Casualties were perhaps four times as
heavy as among the Northern troops in
the Battle of the Wilderness.

Belfast,

Me.

“If there is any one thing, above all
the others, for which the name of Theodore Roosevelt stands, that one thing is
sturdy Americanism. I believe that it is
this one quality more than any one thing
which has endeared Theodore Roosevelt
to the American heart. His devotion to
his country and its institutions was so
wholehearted, so unselfish, that his name
will ever prove an inspiration to the
thorough American who is seeking to
further the interests of his country and
the things which it typifies.
“At this time when the leaven of internationalism is working in the land,
and not without a certain insidious effect, the guiding influence of Theodore
Roosevelt is needed as never before. If
he were alive today we know that he
would take his stand with the patriots
who are working to brighten the flame
ol intense American nationalism. Since
we cannot have him in person, let us
commune with him through his works,
rededicating ourselves to the cause of
one flag, one language and one loyalty.
This I am sure, above all else, is what he
would have us do to his memory.”
James P. Goodrich,
Governor of Indiana.

^

J

old

Velvet;

shall take them from

me.

Write to Velvet Joe, 4241 Folsom
Avenue, St. Louis, Mo., for his 1920
Almanac. He will send it FREE.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
AND

BELFAST

Just cause

e/5r

,

Thanksgiving

BURNHAM

6.45

1.10

46.50
47.01

41-15
41-26

For Sale

7.14
7.36
7.45

1.42
41.57
2.10
2.20

Double Runner Grocery Pung

4.7.57

42.22

47.29

Thorndike,
Unity,

Winnecook,

8.05
12.40
3.29
c8.39
Fairfield,
8.45
Waterville,
11.45
Portland,
3.30
Boston, p. m.,
TO BELFAST

Burnham, arrive,
Bangor,
Clinton,

Colds, Coughs, Croup and Catarrh Often
Is your throat sore?
)
Breathe Hyomei.J^
Have you catarrh?
Breathe Hyomei.
Have you a cough?
Breathe Hyomei.
Have you a cold?
Breathe Hyomei.
Hyomei is the one treatment for nose,
It does not
throat and lung troubles.
or
other
contain cocaine, morphine
dangerous drugs and does away with
breathe
it
stomach dosing. Just
through
the little pocket inhaler that comes with
each outfit.
A complete outfit costs but little at A.
A. Howes & Co.’s or any reliable druggist and Hyomei is guaranteed to banish
catarrh, croup, coughs, colds, sore throat
and bronchitis or money back. A Hyomei
inhaler lasts a life time and extra bottles
of Hyomei can be obtained from druggists for a few cents.
The

lately!”—Cartoons Magazine.

■

ltf

a. m.

9.00

7.15

12.40

10.30
12.40
10.48
10.58
11.15

3.30
1.45

t3.47

Clinton,
Burnham, leave,
Winnecook,
Unity,

7.00
6.40
7.06
7.17
8.40

t8.50

tll.25

t4.25

9.07
9.25

12.00
12.30

4.35
4.44

Knox,

t9.32

tl2.45

f4.51

9.45

1.42

5.05

p.m.

Portland,
a.m.

Waterville,
Bangor,

Fairfield,

Home

a.m.

Employment

“CAN YOU BRAID YOUR HAIR?”
If so, you can obtain pleasant, easy and
well-paid work making braided rugs for
us right in your own home.
When writing for further particulars, send a small
sample mat to show the quality of braiding and sewing you are capable of doing.
PINKHAM ASSOCIATES, INC.,
302 Washington Ave., Portland, Me.
6m49

NOTICE
your fresh dressed fowl

and chickens for your Sunday
dinner of R. J. MAYO, Belfast,
Me. Tel. 339-3

Thorndike,
Brooks,
Waldo,

3.58
4.15

tl.56
t5.15
t9.55
t5.25
t2.15
flO.05
Citypoint.
5.35
2.25
10.10
Belfast, ariive,
station.
tFlag
cStops to leave passengers.
Fare from Belfast to Boston, $7.61.
M. L. HARRIS, Gen’l Pass. Agt.
D. C. Douglass,
General Manager, Portland, Maine.

For

Sale

Low price second nand parlor
and kitchen stoves,
J. AUSTIN

!

McKEES.

ADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE.

demands

against the estate of said deceased
desired to present the same for settlement and all indebted thereto are requested to
make payment immediately
JAMES P. NICHOLS.
Searsport, Me., Dec. 9, 1919.

are

NONCES

ADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE.
The subhereby gives notice that he has been

scriber

duly appointed administrator,

CHARLES PLATT,.late of Philadelphia,
in the State or Pennsylvania, deceased, and
given bonds as the law uirects. Ail persons having demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement
and all indebted thereto are requested to make
payment immediately to my authorized agent,
Hiram P, Farrow.

HENRY NORRIS PLATT.
Dec. 9, 1919.

Philadelphia, Penn.,

three weeks succesJ >urnal, a newspaper
in
said
County, that they
published at Belfast,
at
a
Probate
Court, to be held at
may appear
Belfast.within and for said County, on the second Tuesday of January next, at ten of the
clock before neon, and Bhow cause, if any they
have, why the same should not be proved, approved and allowed and petition granted.
ELLERY BOWDEN. Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. E. Johnson, Register.

TRUCKING
I

law

directs.

All

persona

am

prepared

to do

all kinds of tr icking.

Eurniture and piano moving a specialty.
Leave orders at the stable, corner of
Main and Cross streets, and they will re.
ceive prompt attention.

Telephone

The subscriber
GUARDIAN’S NOTICE.
hereby gives notice that he has been duly
of
the
estateof
guardian
appointed
JOHN COLBY of Belfast,
in the County of Waldo, and given bonds
the

will

of

publisned
Republican

connection.
W. W. BLAZO,
:a6

having

demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same 'or settlement
and all indebted thereto are requested to make
payment immediately.
CHARLES W. COLBY.
Montville, Me., Dec. 9, 1919.

with the

annexed, of the estate in the State of Maine,

certain instrument purporting to be a
copy of the last will and testament of Charles
F. Fogg, late of Brooks, in said County of
Waldo, deceased, having been presented for
probate with petition praying that said will be
allowed and that letters testamentary issue
to Merton L. Fogg of Brooks, the executor
named therein, the original will having been
lost or destroyed.
Ordered, that notice be given to all persons interested by
causing a copy of this
A

as

The sub-

hereby gives notice that he has been
duly appointed administrator of the estate of
FORREST W. TREAT, late of Searsport,
in the CouQty of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs.
All persons having

scriber

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, in vacation, on the
19th day of December, A. D. 1919.

order to be
sively in the

of

ENRIETTA B. DRAKE of Frankfort,

in the County of Waldo, and (riven bonds as the
law directs.
All persons having demands
against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
MABEL E. COOK.
Frankfort, Me., Dec. 9, 1919.

in first-class condition,
H. L. WHITTEN CO.

PROBAII:

2.45

Boston,

3yq

Buy

Almanac

2.40
5.40
5.17
3.21
3.33
5.55
9.20
a.m.

Coffee

RESIDENCE and SMALL FACTORY
of Amos P. Lord oil Commercial street.
Property in fine condition. Owner removed from Belfast. Apply to
DICK.EY-KNOWLTON
REAL ESTATE CO„
3wl
Belfast, Maine.

H

p.m.

a.m.

The subscribbeen duly

er hereby gives notice that he has
appointed conservator of the estate

BRANCH

FROM BELFAST

Citypoint,
Waldo,
Brooks,
Knox,

CONSERVAIOR’S NOTICE.

For Sale

(

On and after July 1, 1919, trains connecting at Burnham and Waterville with
through trains for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and Boston, will run
daily, except Sunday, as follows:

Belfast, depart,

SORE THROAT

‘‘Do you think it’s goin’ to rain, Uncle
Ezra?”
“I dunno. I ain’t read the almanac,

Northport Avenue,

pipe and good

times, until, through losses, they were
far under strength.
All through the

Relieved in I wo Mniutes.
His Status.
Our new neighbors have three chM
dren, an older boy and twin boys. The
other day one of the children came to
Play, and. not knowing which one he
was. I asked him if he was one of the
twins. “O, no,”
jvas his reply. “I'm
lust the left-over one.”—Exchange.

a

better place to live in.

STURDY AND BRAVE.

The

pipe and good old Velvet—

Waldo Aveaue, Belfast.

TO LET
j

j

A DOWN-STAIRS RENT OF FIVE
after January 1st.
Enquire at
THE JOURNAL OFFICE.

rooms

ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE CITY NATIONAL BANK OF BELFAST
_WALDO COUNTY’S LEADING BANKING INSTITUTION
STATEMENT OF THE CONDITION OF

OFFICERS
C, W.

WESCOTT,

THE CITY

President.

RATIONAL

R. A. BRAMHALL, Cashier.
ALBERTA W. FAhNHAM, Asst. Cashier.

Beginning

of Business

DIRECTORS
IRA M. COBE,
CHAS. P. HAZELTINE,

_ASA A.

THOMAS W. PITCHER,

Pay 4%

January

$2,906,466 75
15,000 00
60,000 00
1,000 00
3,000 00
140 29
102,488 10

Notes Rediscounted at Federal Reserve Bank
Due from Banks.$189,505 64
Cash on Hand.
55,906 06

....

245,412 30

TOTAL RESPONSIBILITY

$3, SS’, 507

44

Capital.$ 100,000

00

LIABILITIES
Paid in.#100,000 00
] 00,000 00

Capital

|

Stockholders’ Liability.
Other Undivided Profits.over
Total.Over

....

City National

On January 1 of each year it becomes the duty, privilege and pleasof the Directors of the City National Bank of Belfast to submit to
its Stockholders, Patrons and the Public a resume of the doings of the
passing year and present the expectations for the future.
ure

The year just past has been the best yet in the history of the
Our deposits today, $2,800,Bank, both in Growth and Profits.
|
169.05, present an increase of $430,000 over Jan. 1, 1919,
Year of
$292,000 of which has been in our Savings Department
and $138,000 in Checking Accounts. Our Total Deposits
Large
now approach closely the $3,000,000 mark.
This will be
Growth
passed in the near future and $5,000,COO in Deposits is
our
Annual
off.
In
of
Jan.
little
a
Report
way
1, 1917, we
only
said, “.$3,000,000 of Deposits are as sure in the near future as toOur Deposits were then $2,154,865
morrow is to follow today.”
and today, but two years after, this objective point is all but
reached.
While

Efficiency
and Service
Our Key
Note

It
it

Growth on the whole may be in a way phenomenal,
it is not so much so when the factors contributing thereto are analysed; namely, the growing prosperity of this
Community and the Safety and Service which this Bank
affords; in fact, the exceptional prosperity of this Cornmunity is to a degree due to the assistance which this
institution has rendered.

requires thirteen people to handle the volume of work.
W'e have distributed the past year 3650 among our employees who have been with us the full year as extra due
them for interested ifliciency and service rendered. We
are paying an Extra Dividend of SI.00 per share to our
Stockholders, making $11.00 per share for the full year.

orkirg

Grows,

our

now

Force

too

loaning to faimers hereabout $82,000 on Real Estate and
367,000 on Live Stock. This does not signify that the
|Eaimers are footer ai d ale of necessity borrowing, but.
that they are buying Farms, improving them and increasing their Live Stock Herds,

We

are

Service to
Farmers

Our Manufactures are tunning at full speed at a high level of
wages and a part of these wages are being laid aside for
the “rainy day,’’ as is seen trim the increase in rur SavBusiness at
Full Speed
ings Department the past year. No man need be idle m
Waldo County today. At least 100 women and girls are
wanted this very minute by the Manufacturers of Belfast and
good pay would be guaranteed.
Our

Profits for the year are $40,288.73, applied as
follows: for losses taken on Securities disposed of, $2,.

(Operating

The
G. Renfrew Wilson left Saturday for
on a business trip.

Bridgeport, Conn.,

Mrs. Frank C. Whitcomb will entertain the Womans’ Club Friday afternoon.
Sumner Small has been appointed
census enumerator for the town of SearsC.

port.
James L. Cunningham fell on the ice
last Saturday, sustaining a fracture of
the left wrist.
Mrs. G.
part time

Renfrew Wilson is acting as
operator in the local N. E.

telephone exchange.

James Parker and Mrs. Oscar
Smith of Patten were guests of Mr. and
Mrs. F. C. Whitcomb last week.
Mrs.

The Searsport High School basketball
will meet the Belfast H. S. team at

team

Union Hall. Searsport, Friday night, Jan.
9th.
News has been received of the safe arin Hampton Roads, Va., of the
Schooner Virginia Dare, from Genoa,

rival

Italy, with Capt. A. T. Whittier of Searsport in command.

Vear’s

466.25; for marking down Investment Book Values of
Securities on hand, $8,741.25; for cost of Simpson Block,
adjoining ours, purchased and entirely marked off, $5,000;
Disposition
$11,000 for Dividends, the balance, $13,081.23 added to’
Profit and Loss.

were

intermission,
served.]

In
Note of

money

need not be absolutely new)
single beds, will please leave their
donations at Clement and Adams’ store.

when re-

C. N.

Meyers, Mrs. Cora Dow, Mrs. B
F. Colcord, Mrs. A. B. Pendleton, Mrs.
H. R. Young, Mrs. J. W. Black, Mrs.

One of the most enjoyable events of
season was the New Year’s Eve party

Joshua Curtis.
The members of the Woman’s

Club

pleasantly entertained by Mrs. WilCarver Friday afternoon at the
games and fireworks, and gifts and a bag Congregational parsonage.
Nearly all of
of candy for each guest, on a beautiful the members were present, and needle-

Orilla

Davis,

Whitcomb, Edith Williams, Mina
George Littlefield, Burton Bailey

and Henry Rogeis.

were

bur J.

work was in order.

Mrs. Carver was as-

sisted by her sister, Miss Evelyn Young,
in i serving sandwiches, cheese crackers,
chocolate eclaires
was

and Russian tea.

It

voted to put the room in the Girls’ I
the Woman’s Club

Home, Belfast, which

We sell only

JAN. 1, 1913

$1,583,598.41
your

bond issues

JAN

1. 1914

#1,734.278.20

“getting” is good. The present level of income and
is not always to last and tho the cost of living be
high, with proper management of expenses more can bt
saved than ever before. With mon^y easily obtained luxuriee
become necessities. We should take a carefuHinventory of what
we already possess and make our possessions serve their
purposes
longer than ever before. It probably costs more for the tables of
all of us than is necessary for the proper preservation of health.
Undoubtedly more injury comes to us all from over-feeding than
from un er-feeding. A careful budget should be worked out for
each family, for both table and clothing costs, and unnecessary
expenses shou'd be reduced to the minimum.

JAN

wages

We urge everyone to call whenever in the City, whether he
has business or not. Always busy, but we have a moInvitation
to All
ment for every caller.

one

detention of

hours for her to
connect with the night train. Mrs. Staples
remained for the night, returning Saturwas a

Mrs. J.

some

day forenoon.

week.

Miss Leora Partridge is still suffering
severely with her cold, accompanied by a
most persistent and wracking cough. Her
mother, Mrs. L. M. Partridge, was confined to her bed three days last week with
a cold, but at this writing
(Monday) is
somewhat improved.

The New Years* dance Thursday night
proved a very pleasant affair, with oyster
stew served at intermission.

Major W. L. Stinson, the recent guest
of Capt. Charles P. Staples, left Dec.
30th en route to Philadelphia.

Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Hopkins, accomMiss Doris Kierstead of Eastport, a rej
cent guest of Mrs. Arthur Colcord, left panied by Mr. and Mrs. McKenney of
for Portland for a visit there before re- Winterport, left Dec. 31st to spend the

I

turning

to

winter in California. They plan to pass
a day or two in Chicago and two
nights
at the Canyon en route. Los Angeles is

her home.

visit their daughter, Mrs. Percy L. Hupper
They left by auto Sunday.

Mrs. H.

given by the Woman’s Club in the Service rooms on
Wednesday evening.
Hawaiian steamship Floridian, comwas played until 12 o’clock, when
manded by Capt. Joseph Nichols of Bridge
The the Old Year was ushered out and the
Bucksport, formerly of Searsport.
New Year in, with t"he help of horns,
Floridian has been chartered to make
A chafing dish supper was
confetti, etc
three trips to South American ports.
served, and the party brok^ up at a late
At the last stated meeting of Penob- hour. Those present included Dr. and
scot Lodge, No. 135, K. of P., the follow- Mrs. S. L. Fairchild, Dr. Frederick K.
ing officers for the ensuing year were Sawyer of Bangor, Mr. and Mrs. Renfrew
elected: C. C., L. C. Mitchell; V. C., Wilson, Mr. and Mrs. Edson Fletcher,
Fred L. Perkins; P., Earl Cunningham; Mr. and Mrs. F. C. Whitcomb, Mrs. W.
M. of W., C. W. Howard; M. at A., Chas. J. Carver, Mrs. Sidney Webber, Miss
Curtis; K. of R. and S., C. E. Monroe; Mabel Griffin, Miss Florence Colcord,
M. of F., E. W. Fletcher; M. of E., H. F. Miss Valma Webber, Miss Evelyn Young,
Partridge; I. G., Mark Porter; O. G., Miss Violet Meyers, Miss Harriet RoulWm. McPherson
stone, E. D. Fairchild, James P. Nichols,

and then the guests went to Union Hall
for the movies. Those present included

a

Goodell,

the

served,

Mr. W. H. Morrison left Tuesday for
business trip to Machias.

G. Curtis,
Mabel Grifiin, Miss Harriet Roul-

Herbert N. Colcord has secured the position of lirst officer on the American-

was

$1,432,971.15

Warning

Repeated

Mrs. Everett Staples accompanied her
guest, Miss Florence Willard, as far as
Bangor last Friday afternoon where there

STOCKTON SPRINGS

Mr. and Mrs. Seavey of Thomaston arrived in town Wednesday, Dec. 31st, to

Wm.

JAN. 1, 1912

and Live Stock.

offers bonds yielding from 5 percent to 6 percent.
such bonds as we buy for our own

Washington Place school in New York
city.

1

Mrs. Wm. Goodell was consoled for having the smallest score with
a box of toilet soap. Ice cream and fancy
cookies were served. The guests, Mrs.

Parse,

JAN. 1, 1909

a

$869,019,74

Made on Names, Stocks, Bonds, Mortgages
Bond Department

the past week with Mrs. Everett Staples,
left last Friday afternoon for her home in
Passaic, N. J. Miss Willard is a successful teacher of domestic science in the

for

bon dish.

stone.

cream

clothing, which is much

ing (which

Lila Blee.

installation will be attended by Chapter
members and invited guests.

Ice

bed

or

week for this purpose, and all those who
wish to contribute money or bed cloth-

Three tables were
filled and when scores were reckoned
Mrs Joseph Sweetser was found to be
high line. She received as a prize a bon-

Miss

$439,923.02
A Safe Deposit Box is now

1, 1915

$1,841,005.07
JAN. 1,

1916

$2,014,292.44
JAN 1, 1917

$2,154,865.25
JAN. 1, 1918

$2,265,360.04
JAN. 1, 1919

$2,369,610.42
JAN. 1. 1920

This

speaks for itself.

May

we

have your

Accouni?

Mrs. Clifton Eames, though still under
the care of a trained nurse and very !

weak, is taking
has sat up

a

nourishment and
very short time.
more

j

to be their first stopping place in California with other points later on. We
congratulate them on escaping the present cold
weather, although today (Mon-

day) is wondrously clear and bright and
not as cold as Sunday.
Capt. and Mrs. Horace M. Griffin hear

Mrs. J. H. Gerrish spent a portion of :
from their daughter, Mrs. J. L.
Lancaster,
last week in Greenville, going Wednes- j
who with her husband is spending the
day morning and returning Saturday
winter in Sacrarpento, California, with
night, reporting a delightful visit.
her sister, Mrs. G. A. Foster and
family,
!
Miss Verna Smith, the assistant in the that they experienced
weather

High school,

went to

Bangor Friday af-

ternoon for the week-end with friends.
She returned Monday forenoon.
Mrs. E. J.

ing the past

Parker,
two

who has been spend-

weeks with her

daughter,

Mrs. Oscar Smith and family, returned
to her home in Patten Monday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. George C, Eletcher, accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. W. II. Mor-

rison, motored to Rockland on Monday.
The gentlemen went on business and the
ladies for pleasure.

Belfast, Maine

very rainy
during the first two weeks after they arrived. Now the days are growing milder
but the nights are still cool. Dr. Foster,

two

children,

were

which

recently

Mr. and Mrs. Lancaster

and
in

automobile accident
did not prove serious.

fortunately
far

possible to avoid any conhe did so up came another
car from behind and shot in between the
as

tact.

Just

as

as

Beans,
r

y. e.,

utter,
eef, sides,
eef, f. q.,
beese,

hicken,
alf Skins,
uck,
kgs,

10
58a60
15alfi
15
36
35
65
35
76

Fowl,
Geese,

Lambskinsl 00a 1 50
20
2 00
Potatoes,
Round Hog,
20
Straw, 10 00a 12 00

STAND UP

Mutton,

Must know how to produce the highest
to your good resolutions

Tallow,
Veal,

22!

2;

“Never

Wool, unwashed, 60 I
30 Wood, hard,
8 00 !
32 Wood, soft,
6 50

Ice

RETAIL MARKET

grade of men’s shirts.

pair of

our

26a321

RETAIL PRICE

on a

Must have enough executive ability to
start with a new organization and show
j immediate results.

;

Turkey,

Slip”
Creepers

Must be
see

that her

ble to follow- instructions and
own are carried out.

If so, here is an excellent opportunity to become connected with

!

ANNUAL MEETING STOCKTON
;
SPRINGS WATER COMPANY

2 20
Beef, corned, 35a38 Lime,
an organization already doing ex1 04
Butter, salt, 18a24 Oats,
ceptional things in another city.
94
Oat Meal,
8
1
Corn,
The annual meeting of the stockholders of
Cracked corn, 1 79 Onions,
9
The pay will be ample and will increase
Corn meal,
1 79 Oil, kerosene, 22a23^ the Stockton Springs Water Company will be
held at the office of the Secretary at Stockton in proportion to results.
45 Pollock,
13
Chjeese,
Springs, Maine, on Tuesday, the 20th day of
Cotton seed,
4 20 Pork,
34
To arrange for an interview, address
January, A. D. 1920. at 12 30 p. m.. to hear the
8 reports of the officers and act upon the same,
15 Rye meal,
Cranberries,
Clover seed, OOaOO Shorts,
2 75 to elect a board of directors for the ensuing
12 year and to transact any other legal business
Flour, 13 50a 17 00 Sugar,
H. G. seed,
1 3o that may properly come before said meeting.
5 75 Salt, T. 1.,
Per order,
10
32 Sweet potatoes,
Lard,
ALBERT M. AMES, Secertary.
AUGUSTA, MAINE
Stockton Springs, Me Jan. 6, 1920 2 w2
born
giving present employment anil lengtli of

Gooitoiil MaifacMn Co.

Gray. In Belfast, Dec. 27, to Mr. and
Mrs. Fred G. Gray, a daughter, Theo.
Bernice, weight 11 pounds.
SMITH. In Bangor, Dec. 25, to Dr. and
Mrs. Leroy Smith of Winterport, a son,
Basil Lougee.

Stockton

Springs Trust Company

The annual
the Stockton
held at their

meeting of the stockholders
Springs Trust Company will

a

FOR SALE

board of directors and to transact such other
as may come before said meetALBERT M.
Stockton

DAGGETT-PENNEY. In Troy, Jan. 1,
Preston Daggett of Troy and Miss Meryle

Springs, Jan. 6,

Sixty thousand boards and timber. Lumber used in barn which was 100x16x19 ft.
Barn was built of new lumber two
and blew down before completnot sell in small lots, hut will
sell whole amount at half price
Tel.
Liberty, 13 15, Morrill, Maine.
2wl*
EVERETT FENWICK.

AMES, Secretary.

post.

1920—2w2

years ago
ed.
Will

FOR SALE

of Pittsfield.

Long-Pendleton. In Lynn, Mass.,
January 1, George Long of Norwood,
Mass., and Miss Lana Pendleton of Lynn,

At the Phenix House Restaurant, two
kitchen stoves, the name is “Our Maine,”
and one dining room coal stove; one cofformerly of Belfast.
MacRae Hammons. Ill Belfast, Jan- | fee urn and a National Cash Register.
uary 1, by Rev Arthur E. Wilson. SteExpect to close by the 10th or 15th of
phen MacRea of Machias and Miss Bessie January, on account of sickuess. For
G Hammons of Raleigh, Mass.
particulars call at
OXTON-IlARRIMAN. In Beverly, Mass.,
W. B. WEBBER'S
lw2*
Jan. 1, Roy Oxton of Montville and Miss
Phenix House Restaurant.
Ardeli Harriman of Liberty.

STITCHERS
WANTED
All experienced stitchers wanting steady
work may apply to No. 6b High Street,
Friday and Saturday
M. S. JELLISON.

Trucking

DIED.
I

CAMME'IT. In Belfast, Jan.
Jane Camniett, aged 89 years, 7
and 16 days.
McDonald. In Belfast, Jan.
Sarah Ellen McDonald, aged 79
months and 12 days.
PEIRCE. In San Diego, Cal.,
Hayward Peirce of Frankfort,

1, Mrs.
months

1, Mrs.
years, 2

%

2wl

LUMBER

legal business
ing.

MARRIED.

1 enny

service.
of
be

Banking Rooms at Stockton
Springs, Maine, on Tuesday, the twentieth
of
day
January, A- D. 1920; at 10 a, m., to elect

an

As they were driving
along,a big car came
toward them swiftly and the Dr. pulled
out

!

Jan. 1,
aged 63
two, striking the rear wheel of the Dr's
years.
car and bending the axle so the car
could
STONE. In Bangor, Dec. 31, Ernest J.
The Current Events Club met Wednesnot be moved. The impact threw the
Stone
cf Belfast.
day with Mrs. Carrie A. Gardner instead little son
George out, but fortunately no
Thompson. In New York, Dec. 31,
of with Mrs. J. H. Gerrish, as announced
Lee Elliott Thompson of Brooks.
injury was done beyond a shaking up.
last week, the latter being called away.
WILSON.
In North Belfast, Jan. 5,
82 years and 27
The subject was “Hiawatha.”
The annual meeting of the Hospital Samuel Wilson, aged
days.
Mrs. Harry D. Shute, now living in Club and Aid will be held at the home of
Gardiner, who came home to spend the the president, Mrs. Eugene L. Stevens, i George O. Hart, recently released from
holiday season with her mother, Mrs. A. Friday afternoon, Jan. 9th, when all U. S. service, has entered the drug deC. Colcord and her little son Harry D. members are cordially invited to be pres- partment of A. A. Howes & Co. as an
assistant to Alfred M. Ferguson.
Jr., returned laBt week to the Kennebec. ent.
'V

j

j1

Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Wardwell are in
BELFAST
FRICE CURRENT.
Auburn, where they both have employCorrected Weekly for The Journal.
j
ment in a shoe factory, finishing
The PRODUCE MARE ET
PAID PRODUCER I
work is both lucrative and agreeable. ;
I|
Hay, $20 00a25 00 !
Apples, per bbl.,
They are doing light housekeeping.
S3 00a4 0U Hides,
281
10 Lamb,
20a 22
Miss Florence Willard, who hac spent Beans, pea,

needed. The week beginning Tuesday,
Jan. 6th, has been named as donation

about

W. M.

JAN. 1, 1906

*

refurnished four years ago, in good conto do this, the people
of the town who are interested in this
cause will be asked to assist by gifts of

dition, and in order

Wednesday afternoon at the
Service rooms by Mrs. Fred B. Smith

Mrs.

necessity.

Motional Bank of

on

Joseph [Sweetser, Mrs.

Christmas tree.

July Review we sounded a note of warning which we
repeat aDd emphasize S A V E is the word to which
all should pay homage today. SAVE now while tqe

tertained

The annual installation of officers of
Anchor Chapter, O. E. S., will be held
next Monday evening, Jan. 11th. The

Wm. Goodell, Jr., entertained a few
friends on Christmas evening at his home
on
Main street. Supper was served at
six o’clock, and afterwards there were

our

H. Gerrish left for Lewiston
and Augusta on Wednesday to be absent

Mrs.

Rent bate Deposit Boxes
at $3.00, $5.00, $6.50 and $8.00.

■

The members of the White Elephant
Auction Club were most enjoyably en-

and

Deposit Growth

payable to all parts of the world.

SAVE is the word and should be the HABIT. SAVE now is
the key to success in the future. How long the present
level of prices and wages is to last no one knows, but
Economize
close observers of economic conditions estimate from one
the
we
installed a new set of Safe Deposit Boxes, affd Save
During
year
to three or Four years. Our opinion is one year is too
which were engaged ahead and quickly taken.
We are
short and four too long. Europe today is bare of necessiAdditional
are now expecting the delivery of still another Chest
ties and must have th“m from us at any price. That will soon be
Safe Deposit
Since the Liberty Loans, exceptionally large
any day.
changed. Workers today in forcing a still higher level of wages
Boxes
demand has sprung up for Safe Deposit Boxes.
We are
and costs of merchandise, shortening hours, and decreasing effialso caring for hundreds of thousands of Liberty Bonds
ciency for time employed, are inviting and beckoning commercial
1
FREE to the owners and CUTTING the coupons for them as fast
disaster, when there will be two men for one job instead of the
as they mature.
We shall be glad to do this for ANYONE who
opposite All economic conditions today point to the flooding of 1
may yet be keeping bonds in his home, a very UNSAFE thing to
our markets with low cost merchandise from
Europe, and no prodo even if registered.
teclive tariff which would be tolerated by our people can operate
it
until
a
to prevent
nearer ecu ilibrium of costs and normal ForSoon it will be necessary to exchange all of the Liberty issues
eign Exchange Rates are restored. Germany is already reported 1
for other bonds with additional coupons and this we shall
to
in
be
Switzerland
at 50 percent of cost there.
selling
Labor
be glad to do for every one with no charge, except the
Change of
today should be asking for longer hours, giving its greatest possi!
Liberty bonds actual expense incurred.
ble efficiency, and thereby reducing production costs to enable
This Bank is now authorised to act as Executor of Wills, Trus- 1
this Country to continue to compete in the markets of the
tee of Estates ar.d Bond Issues and Assignees.
In apWorld instead of the opposite which obtains. Labor will later
this
Institution
as
Executor
of
realize its mistake, but we are afraid the “horse will have been
Executor,
pointing
your Will, you
will be assured that your Estate will have intelligent and
stolen.” Efficiency and hours are of more consequence than even
Trustee,
responsible handling. An individual appointed as the I
exorbitant wages in production costa.
Assignee
Executor and Trustee of your Will, however reliable and
We hope the Industries of Belfast may be able to keep their !
responsible, is liable lo die or become incapacitated to execute the
trust, when someone else may be appointed whom you would not
production costs at a level to enable them to compete
whereas
this
Institution
is
not
on
the life or Waldo
when the rub comes.
depending
choose;
Efficiency and honest effort are j
health of any particular individual, but continues responsible in- County
what will tend most to do this.
Waldo County is the
!
most prosperous for many years.
definitely. In the appointment of this Institution as Executor of Most
Its outlook is the best
fer many years. New houses must be built in Belfast in
your Will, you tan feel assured that the conditions of your Will Prosperous
as desired by you will be strictly carried out to the best interests
Ever
the near fufure, and we hope this outlook and condition
of your Estate and the Legatees.
We solicit inquiries regarding
The City National Bank of Belfast is doing and I
may continue.
trust
functious,
will continue to do its part to make that certain.
any features of these
|

being held at the

short

a

Our

Issue Travelers’ Checks

the purchase of the Simpson
the necessity for more work
This extension, when made,
present floor space.
We are
already crowded, being obliged the past year to requisition two of our upstairs Coupon Rooms for our Bookkeeping Department. We shall not, however, build until prices warrant. At
present values additional expenditures would be in part a waste
of money. When prices will warrant is
anybody’^ guess. Ours
is that it is not far away.

through the following week. The pastor, Rev N. F. Atwood, is assisted at
these meetings by Rev. D. M Angell of
Bucksport, an interesting and forceful
speaker. On Wednesday evening a special watchnight service was held.
Beginning at eight o’clock there were three
services, the first conducte 1 by the pastor, the second by George Towle, and the
third by Rev. D. M. Angell. The sacrament was administered just before twelve.
During the services there was special
music and

We solicit and urge everyone to have a Checking Account and
thus Keep a thorough and systematic record of all expenditures.
Nearly everyone now has a Checking Account

In our July Review we reported
Building in anticipation of
More Boom
room in the near future.
will more than double our
Necessary

Methodist church each evening through
the week of prayer, and will he continued

freshments

The regular meeting of the Community
Glee Club will be held this, Thursday,
evening in the Service Rooms.

are

....

I Profits and

City

Special services

SEARSPORT.

Chicking Accounts.

Lol ns

50.U00 00
30,850 29
60,000 00
102,488 10

Circulation.
Notes Rediscounted at Federal Reserve Bank

Certificates of Deposit

investment.
-| Bills Payable at Federal Reserve Bank.
190 000 00
of
Trustee
Executor
and
£280,00000
Wills,
DEPOSITS. 2,800,169 05
Assignee.
Appoint us Executor of your will, Trustee of
when
such
and
function
44
Assignee
is
$3,333,507
required.

....

To the Stockholders and Patrons of The
Bank of Belfast

Surplus.

Other Undivided Profits {.

50,000, 00
30,000 00

Surplus.

on

according to length of time, 3 percent for 3 months, 4 percent
for 4 months and longer.

Banking House.
U. S. Bonds to Secure Circulation.
U S. Bonds to Secure Deposit.
Due from U. S. Treasury 5 per cent Fund.
Internal Revenue Stamps.

C. W. WESCOTT.

Savings Accounts.

Pay 3% and 4%

ASSETS

ELMER A. SHERMAN,
VALORUSA. SIMMONS,

on

Interest compounded each May and November.

1, 1920.

Loans and Discounts.$1,447,876 83
Bonds and securities.
1,458,589 92

SELWYN THOMPSON,

HOWES.

BANK OF BELFAST

AT THE

*“

SOMb THINGS WE DO
•

jI

prepared to do all kinds of truckFurniture and piano moving a
ing.
Leave orders at the stable,
specialty.
corner of Main and Cross streets, and they
am

Machine

will receive prompt attention.
Telephone connection.
W. W. BLAZO & SON,
126 Waldo Avenue, Belfast.

Operators

Experienced women are ottered a fine
opportunity to work in a clean, up-todate shirt factory just being started in

TwelveHorses

Augusta.
Steady work with good wages.
Address, with references,
GOODWILL MAMiFAClURIISG CO.,
2wl
Augusta, Maine.

Must be sold at once, as I do not
need them. For particulars apply
to

Dana B. Southworth was elected Monday evening as secretary of the Masonic
Club to fill the vacancy caused by the
at the
Commercial House, Lower Main Street death of Clifford J. Pattee.

john

McLaughlin

i

